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(All Comment submitted on this regulation will appear on IRRC’s website)
(I) Agency: APR 13 2023

Department of Environmental Protection
i iiepenicn t Rugu iawry

(2) Agency Number: 7 Review Commission

Identification Number: 574 IRRC Number: 3352

(3) PA Code Cite: 25 Pa. Code Chapter2ls

(4) Short Title: Radiological Health Fees

(5) Agency Contacts (List Telephone Number and Email Address):

Priman’ Contact: Laura Griffin, 71 7-772-3277. laurrilii(u paaov
• Secondary Contact: Ezra Thrush. 717-787-8727, cztlmisWapa.eov

(6)Type of Rulemaking (check applicable box):

fl Proposed Regulation D Emergency Certification Regulation;
Final Regulation fl Certification by the Governor
Final Omitted Regulation H Certification by the Attorney General

(7) Briefly explain the regulation in clear and nontechnical language. (100 words or less)

To ensure there is adequate funding for the Department’s Radiation Protection Program to continue to
provide oversight of radiation safety-related activities, mccl the requirements of the Radiation Protection
Act, and maintain Pennsylvania’s status as a United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
Agreement State, this final—form rulemaking increases the Chapter 218 fees for the Accelerator,
Radiation-Producing Machines, and Vendors/Service Providers program area by 30% and the
Radioactive Materials and Decommissioning program area by 10% with one exception. This exception
is for fee category’ 6A—Nuclear Laundry. which will stay at the current rate of 543,200. In addition, the
full cost recovery fee is increasing by 22%. These fee increases provide sufficient funding to support
the program areas through FY 2027-28.

(8) State the statutory authority for the regulation. Include specific statutory citation.

The amendments to Chapter 218 are authorized under sections 301. 302 and 401 of the Radiation
Protection Act (35 P.S. 7110.301, 7110.302 and 7110.401) and section 1920-A of The
Administrative Code of 1929 (71 P.S. § 510-20).
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(9) Is the regulation mandated by any federal or state law or court order, or federal regulation’? Are there
any relevant state or federal court decisions? If yes, cite the specific law, case or regulation as well as,
any deadlines for action.

Yes, Section 401 of the Pennsylvania Radiation Protection Act (35 P.S. § 7110.401) requires the
Environmental Quality Board (Board) to establish license fees “in an amount at least sufficient to cover
the department’s costs of administering the programs.” The fee increases are needed to meet these
statutory requirements. Section 302 of the Radiation Protection Act requires the Board to review the fee
structure every three years to ensure compliance with Section 401 of the Radiation Protection Act
(35 P.S. 7110.302).

(10) State why the regulation is needed. Explain the compelling public inlerest that justifies the
regulation. Describe who will benefit from the regulation. Quantify the benefits as completely as
possible and approximate the number of people who will benefit.

This final-form regulation is needed to ensure there is adequate funding for the Department’s Radiation
Protection Program to provide oversight of radiation safety-related activities, maintain Pennsylvania’s
status as an NRC Agreement State, and meet the requirements of the Radiation Protection Act.

25 Pa. Code Chapter 218 sets the fee amounts that provide funding for operation of the Department’s
Accelerator, Radiation-Producing Machines, and Vendors/Sen’ice Providers program area and the
Radioactive Materials and Decommissioning program area. The Accelerator, Radiation-producing
Machines, and Vendors/Sen’ice Providers program area handles the registration and inspection of X-ray
facilities. licensing and inspection of accelerators, and registration of radiation-producing machine
service providers. Fees associated with this work have not been increased since 2009 even though costs
to administer the program have steadily increased. If fees for radiation-producing machines are not
increased, oversight of radiation safety-related activities may be diminished, and the replacement of
obsolete survey equipment may be delayed, reducing the assurance that regulated activities are being
conducted safely.

The Radioactive Materials and Decommissioning program area is responsible for the regulation,
licensing, and inspection of radioactive material user operations and for termination of radioactive
material licenses, In March 2008. then Governor Rendeli signed an Agreement with the Chairman of the
NRC for the Commonwealth to become an Agreement State. This allows the Commonwealth to regulate
licensing and inspection of radioactive material users for Pennsylvania entities. These duties are funded
through the Chapter 218 license fees. The amendments to the Chapter 218 fees for radioactive material
licenses are necessary to ensure adequate funding is available for the Commonwealth to carry out its
required duties under the Agreement State program. If the Commonwealth were forced to cede its
authority to regulate radioactive materials back to the NRC, they would impose higher fees on the
regulated community.

Therefore, the Department will benefit from this final-form rulemaking by having the needed revenue to
cover the costs of the programs mandated by the Radiation Protection Act and maintain Pennsylvania as
an Agreement State. The regulated community, particularly radioactive materials users, will benefit from
this final-form rulemaking by paying lower fees compared to what would be required by the NRC
should Pennsylvania lose its authority as an Agreement State. Most importantly. the general public will
benefit from the final-form rulemaking through the continued safety with the use of radioactive
materials, the safety of radiation-producing machines, and additional quality assurance that will be
provided by the Department having adequate resources to provide oversight for these operations.
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(11) Are there any provisions that are more stringent than federal standards? If yes. identit’ the specific
provisions and the compelling Pennsylvania interest that demands stronger regulations

No provisions are more stringent than the federal standards.

(12) How does this regulation compare with those of the other states? How will this affect
Pennsylvania’s ability to compete with other states?

Radiation-producing machine registration and radioactive materials license fees vary from state to state.
The same categories of fees apply to radioactive materials licensees whether they are based in
Pennsylvania, some other Agreement State. or a state regulated by the NRC. The NRC’s fee category
designations have been adopted by Pennsylvania and other states. However, comparing Pennsylvania’s
fees with other states’ fees is not an apples-to-apples comparison because each stale structures its fees
differently. AdditionalLy, the number of employees in the states’ programs vary, with different salary
scales, medical / dental / retirement benefits, indirect charge-backs (e.g., rent. IT. etc.), equipment,
calibration, and other expenses. Pennsylvania assesses an annual fee while some other states assess fees
biannually. Some states charge a base license fee and add in inspection fees, may have independent
contractors perform work and direct-bill registrants, or have other supplemental fees. Some states fold
all their radiation-producing i-nachine expenses into a single facility fee, where others (including
Pennsylvania) charge a smaller base facility fee and add a “per tube” fee for radiation-producing
machines. All of these factors make it impossible to draw clear conclusions regarding whether a given
fee is higher or lower in Pennsylvania when compared to another state. As one example. a hypothetical
dental intraoral device registrant in Texas could pay either more or less in registration fees than a facility
in Pennsylvania depending on the number of tubes associated with their device.

Pennsylvania’s Radiation Protection Act requires the Commonwealth’s Radiation Protection Program to
cover its costs to implement the programs through fees. Since Pennsylvania became an NRC Agreement
State in 2008, the Commonwealth has maintained significantly lower radioactive license fees while
providing equal quality and Faster turnaround license amendments and renewals, which was noted by the
Radiation Protection Advisory Committee (RPAC) Chairman for the record in 2010. The Radiation
Protection Program’s current fees are substantially lower than the NRC’s fee schedule for non-
Agreement States by about 50%. Even with the increases in this final-form rulemaking, the resulting
fees are still over 20% less than the NRC’s current fees, which the NRC increases every year.

Some additional common fee categories from the NRC’s fee tables in 10 CFR Part 170 and 171 (relating
to fees for federal facilities, special nuclear materials, import and export licenses, and other regulatory
services under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended: annual fees for reactor licenses and fuel
cycle licenses and materials licenses, including holders nfcertifieates of compliance, registrations, and
quality assurance program approvals and government agencies licensed by the NRC) have not been
added because the Department is not authorized to regulate such operations. The professional hourly
rate full cost recovery fee identified by the asterisk in Chapter 218, Appendix A, of the final-form
ruteniaking is increased from S225 per hour to S275 per hour—still below the NRC’s fiscal year 2022
hourly rate of $290 per hour. Reduced Chapter 218 radioactive material licensing fees are also available
for sinaI] businesses.

Therefore. the fee increases in this final-form rulemaking will not negatively impact Pennsylvania
relative to other states.
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713) Will the regulation affect any other regulations of the promulgating agency or other state agencies?If yes, explain and provide specific citations.

No other Pennsylvania regulations vi1l be affected.

(14) Describe the communications with and solicitation of input from the pubLic, any advisory
council/group, small businesses and groups representing small businesses in the development and
drafting of the regulation. List the specific persons and/or groups who were involved. (“Small
business” is defined in Section 3 of the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012.)

The amendments to the Chapter 218 fees for radiation-producing machines, vendors, and accelerators
and for radioactive materials and decommissioning were reviewed by the Department’s Radiation
Protection Advisory Committee (RPAC). The committee represents various stakeholders, including
radioactive materials licensees, radiation-producing machine registrants and service providers, and radon
service providers, as well as the general public. The Department presented the draft final-form
regulation to RPAC on December 9, 2022. RPAC endorsed moving fonvard with the final-font
nil emak i ng.

(15) Identify the types and number of persons, businesses, small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of
the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012) and organizations which will be affected by the regulation.
How are they affected?

All radiation-producing machines, including accelerator licensees, and service providers, and radioactive
material licensees in this Commonwealth will be affected by this final-font regulation. This includes
10.393 radiation-producing machine registrants; 146 accelerator licensees; 350 service providers: and
800 specific and general radioactive material licensees.

Small businesses covered by the radiological health provisions for radiation-producing machines,
accelerators, and service providers in this linal—font rulemaking include dentist offices and private
medical practices. \Vhile the Department does not collect information regarding the size of each business
that is an X-ray registrant, licensee, or service provider, the Department considered the vast majority of
these entities to be small businesses for the purpose of this rulemaking. Eighty-five (85) radioactive
material licensees qualify as small businesses under the definitions currently in use by the NRC and the
Department. (Please see the response to Question 24 for further explanation). Examples of radioactive
materials licensees include hospitals (license category 7C “Human Use — Specific License”) and
possessors of nuclear density gauges (license category 3P “Other Byproduct Material”).

A 30% increase in fees will occur for radiation-producing machine registrants, accelerator licensees, and
service providers. The increases arc in line with increased personnel costs.

A 10% increase in fees will occur for radioactive materials licensees with one exception, the “Category6A—Nuclear Laundry” fee will stay at its current rate of S43.200. The fill cost recovery professional
hourly rate will be increased by 22%, from 8225 to $275 per hour. Both increases are necessary to keep
up with increased personnel costs.
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(16) List the persons, groups or entities, including small businesses, that will be required to comply with]
the regulation. Approximate the number that will be required to compLy.

All radiation-producing machine registrants, accelerator licensees and service providers, and radioactivematerial licensees in the Commonwealth will be required to comply with the final-form regulation. This
includes 10,393 radiation-producing machine registrants, 148 accelerator licensees, 350 service
providers, and 800 specific and general radioactive material licensees. The Department considered the
vast majority of X-ray registrants, licensees and service providers to be small businesses, and eighty-five
(85) radioactive material licensees qualify as small businesses under the definitions currently in use by
the NRC and the Department.

(17) Identify the financial, economic and social impact of the regulation on individuals, small
businesses, businesses and labor communities and other public and private organizations. Evaluate the
benefits expected as a result of the regulation.

All radiation-producing machine registrants, accelerator licensees, and service providers vill experience
a 30% increase in their annual fees. All radioactive material licensees will experience a 10% increase in
fees with one exception; the “Category 6A—Nuclear Laundry” fee will stay at its current rate of
$43,200. The hourly rate hill cost recovery fee for categories in the radioactive materials fee schedule is
increased by 22%, from $225 to $275 per hour. Considering increases in inflation since the last time
these fee categories were increased (2009 for the Accelerator, Radiation-Producing Machines, and
Vendors/Service Providers program area and 2017 for the Radioactive Materials and Decommissioningprogram area), the cost of compliance is being increased in line with inflation rates.

These fee increases are needed to ensure there is adequate funding for the Department’s Radiation
Protection Program to continue to provide oversight of radiation safety-related activities, maintain
Pennsylvania’s status as an NRC Agreement State, and meet the requirements of Pennsylvania’s
Radiation Protection Act.

Thereibre. the Department will benefit from the final-form rulemaking by having the needed revenue to
cover the costs of the programs mandated by the Radiation Protection Act and maintain Pennsylvania as
an NRC Agreement State. The regulated community, particularly radioactive materials users, will
benefit from this final-form rulemaking by paying lesser fees compared to what would be required by
the NRC should Pennsylvania lose its authority as an Agreement State, Most importantly, the general
public will benefit from the final-form rulemaking through the continued safety with the use of
radioactive materials, the safety of radiation-producing machines, and additional quality assurance that
will be provided by the Department having adequate resources to provide oversight for these operations.

(18) Explain how the benefits of the regulation outweigh any cost and adverse effects.

The increased fees will allow the Department to maintain existing radiation-safety programs at current
levels of operation. This includes enabling the Department to continue to fund personnel, purchase
upgrades to obsolete survey equipment, and make investments in new personnel training to continue the
effective oversight of radiation—producing activities benefitting the health of all Pennsylvanians.

For radiation-producing machine registrants, accelerator licensees, and service providers, fees have not
been increased since 2009. During this time, expenses have risen steadily each year, and this fee
increase will allow the Department to continue to perform the registration, licensing, and inspection
program as required by the Radiation Protection Act.
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For radioactive material licensees. Pennsylvania’s increased Chapter 218 fees will still be below the
amount that would have been charged by the NRC had Pennsylvania not become an Agreement State,
while ensuring the Department has the necessary funding for the regulation, licensing, and inspection of
radioactive material user operations and for termination of radioactive material licenses.

In summary, the benefits of this final-form rulemaking ouhveigh any cost and adverse effect, because
the increase to the Chapter 218 fees will allow the Department to continue to implement existing
programs required by law and ensure adequate ftinding is available for the Commonwealth to carry out
its duties under NRC’s Agreement State program while continuing to protect public health from the
han-nful effects of overexposure to radiation. Overexposure to radiation can cause a wide range of
potential negative health impacts, such as skin burns, radiation sickness, cancer, and death in the most
extreme cases.

(19) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the regulated community associated with
compliance, including any legal, accounting or consulting procedures which may be required. Explain
how the dollar estimates were derived.

All Chapter 218 fees vary by type and complexity of material or modality and were calculated to cover
the Department’s costs of implementing the programs as required by the Radiation Protection Act. Costs
to the regtilated communily associated with this final-form rulemaking are the increase of the Chapter
218 fees by 30% for radiation-producing machine registrants, accelerator licensees, and service
providers and by 10% for radioactive material licensees except “Category 6A—Nuclear laundry,” which
will remain at the current fee of $43,200. Overall, the final-form rulemaking increases Chapter 218 fees
paid to the Department by approximately $1,226,000 per year in the radiation-producing niachine
section and $425,680 per year in the radioactive materials section. The total increase in fees to the
regulated community will be S 1,614,090.

With these fee increases, the radiation-producing machine section will receive a total of S5,856.000 per
year, and the radioactive materials section will receive a total of 54,939.680 per year.

The Department multiplied the number of entities that will be subject to the increased fees by the dollar
amounts of the increased fees to derive the overall estimate.

No other compliance, legal, accounting, or consulting procedure costs or savings are requ red by this
final-fonn rulemaking.

(20) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the local governments associated with
compliance, including any legal, accounting or consulting procedures which may be required. Explain
how the dollar estimates were derived.

Fees for local governments that use licensed radioactive material and radiation-producing machines will
increase by 10% and 30%, respectively. Approximately nine (9) local governments will experience
radioactive material license fee increases, and approximately 70 local governments will experience
radiation-producing machine registration increases. The total increase in fees paid to the Department by
local governments will be 523,599 per year ($22.8 10 for radiation-producing machines and $789 for
radioactive materials) as a result of this final-form ntlemaking.
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The Department subtracted the current amount collected from all local government licenses and
registrations from the amount that will be collected after the increase goes into effect to derive the
overall estimate of the total increase.

No other compliance, legal, accounting, or consulting procedure costs or savings are required by this
final-form rulemaking.

(21) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the state government associated with the
implementation of the regulation, including any legal, accounting, or consulting procedures which may
be required. Explain how the dollar estimates were derived.

Fees for Commonwealth agencies that use licensed radioactive material and radiation-producing
machines will increase by 10% and 30%, respectively. Approximately six (6) Commonwealth agencies
will experience radioactive material license fee increases, and nine (9) agencies will experience
radiation—producing machines registration lee increases. The total increase in fees paid to the
Department by Commonwealth agencies will be 520,026.50 per year (SI 7,422.50 for radiation-
producing machines and $2,604 for radioactive materials) as a result of this final-fonn rulemaking.

The Department subtracted the current amount collected from all Commonwealth agency licenses and
registrations from the amount that will be collected after the increase goes into effect to derive the
overall estimate of the total increase.

No other compliance, legal, accounting, or consulting procedure costs or savings are required by this
final-form rulemaking.

(22) For each of the groups and entities identified in items (19)-(2l) above, submit a statement of legal,
accounting or consulting procedures and additional reporting, recordkceping or other paperwork,
including copies of forms or reports, which will be required for implementation of the regulation and an
explanation of measures which have been taken to minimize these requirements.

The final-form rulemaking does not require additional rccordkecping or reporting requrements.

(22a) Are forms required for implementation of the regulation?

No, forms are not required for implementation of this final-form regulation.

(22b) If forms are required for implementation of the regulation, attach copies of the forms here. If
your agency uses electronic forms, provide links to each form or a detailed description of the
information required to be reported. Failure to attach forms, provide links, or provide a detailed
description of the information to be reported will constitute a faulty delivery of the regulation.

There are no forms required to implement the regulation.
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(23) In the table below, provide an estimate of the fiscal savings and costs associated with
implementation and compliance for the regulated community, local government, and slate government
for the current year and five subsequent years.

Current FY FY +1 FY +2 FY +3 Fl’ +4 Fl’ +5
2022/2023 2023/2024 2021/2025 2025/2026 2026/2027 2027/2028

SAVINGS: S $ $ $ $ $

Regulated 0 0 0 0 0 0
Community
Local Government 0 0 0 0 0 0

State Government 0 0 0 0 0 0

TotalSavings 0 0 0 0 0 0

COSTS:

Regulated 0 $1,614,090 $1,614,090 $1,614,090 $1,614,090 $1,614,090
Community
Local Government 0 $23,599 $23,599 $23,599 S23.599 $23,599

State Government 0 $20,027 $20,027 $20,027 $20,027 $20,027

Total Costs 0 $1,657,716 $1,657,716 $1,657,716 $1,657,716 S,657,7l6

RVE
LOSSES:
Regulated 0 0 0 0 0 0
Community
Local Government 0 0 0 0 0 0

State Government 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Revenue 0 0 0 0 0 0
Losses

(23a) Provide the past three-year expenditure history for programs affected by the regulation.

Program Fl’ -3 Fl’ -2 Fl’ -I Current Fl’
2019/2020 2020)2021 2021/2022 2022/2023

Radiation
$12,809,000 Si 2,140.000 SI 2.484,000 SI 5,757,000Protection Fund

(24) For any regulation that may have an adverse impact on small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of
the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012), provide an economic impact statement that includes (he
following:

(a) An identification and estimate of the number of small businesses subject to the regulation.

Small businesses covered by the radiological health provisions for radiation-producing machines,
accelerators, and service providers in this final-form rulemaking include, for example. dentist
offices and private medical practices. While the Department does not collect infomrntion
regarding the size of each business that is an X-ray registrant, licensee, or service provider, the
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Department considered the vast majority of these entities to be small businesses for the purpose
of this rulemaking.

Reduced radioactive material license fees are available for small businesses (see Chapter 218
Appendix A, categories SBI and SB2). The Department assumes a portion of radioactive
material licensees are small businesses, as defined in Section 3 of the Regulatory Review Act, 71
P.S. § 745.3. This definition references the Code of Federal Regulations (13 CFR Part 121),
which defines a small business based on the dollar amount of gross annual receipts generated by
the business or the number of employees based upon employment. The gross annual receipts or
number of employees required to qualify as a small business is different for each type of entity.

In implementing the program, the Department uses a different definition of “small business” than
the CFR definition. Specifically, ihe Department uses a small business form to collect annual
information from licensees to verify whether they qualify for the reduced Chapter 218 fees. The
small business form, which was modeled after NRC’s Form 526 (Certification of Small Entity
Status), requires the submission of copies of business organization forum and categorizes
business as follows:

Small Business $350,000 to $5,000,000
Less than $350,000

Manufacturing Industry 35 to 500 Employees
Less than 35 Employees

Small Organization S350,000 to 55.000.000
Less than S350.000

Small Governmental Jurisdiction 20,000 to 50,000 Population
Less than 20,000 Population

Small Education Institution 35 to 500 Employees
Less than 35 Employees

As an example, a Certification of Small Entity Status form submitted by a radiographic
laboratory would have qualified under both the CFR definition ofa small business and the
Department’s definition. This particular lab would qualif’ under the CFR because its annual
gross income was less than 515.000,000 tsee 13 CER § 121.201 (NAICS Code 541380)) and
qualitied under the Department’s definition because its average gross income over its last 3 years
was between $350,000 and $5,000,000.

Based upon the Department’s definitions, 85 radioactive material licensees in Pennsylvania
qualify as small businesses.

(b) The projected reporting, recordkeeping and other administrative costs required for compliance
with the proposed reguLation, including the type of professional skills necessary for preparation
of the report or record.

The final-form mlemakjpdoes noçjçquire_additionajqporting, recordkeepjg_or other
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administrative costs for small business compliance.

(c) A statement of probable effect on impacted small businesses.

All radiation-producing machine registrants, accelerator licensees, and service providers that are
small businesses will experience a 30% increase in their annual fees, while all radioactive
material licensees that are small businesses will experience a 10% increase in fees. Considering
increases in inflation since the last time these fee categories were increased (2009 for the
Accelerator, Radiation-Producing Machines, and Vendors/Service Providers program area and
2017 for the Radioactive Materials and Decommissioning program area), the cost of compliance
is being increased in line with inflation rates. Therefore, the Department does not believe that the
final-form rulemaking will have an adverse impact on small businesses.

(d) A description of any less intrusive or less costly alternative methods of achieving the purpose of
the proposed regulation.

There are no less intrusive or less costly methods of achieving the purpose of the regulation.

(25) List any special provisions which have been developed to meet the particular needs of affected
groups or persons including, bitt not limited to, minorities, the elderly, small businesses, and farmers.

Reduced Chapter 218 fees for radioactive materials licensees are already available for small businesses
that will be affected by the increased fees in the final-form rulemaking, as reflected in the SB I and 5B2
fee categories at the bottom of Appendix A (Fees for Radioactive Material Licenses). The Department
does not collect information regarding the size of each business that is an X-ray registrant, licensee, or
service provider, but the Department considered the vast majority of these entities to be small businesses
for the purpose of this rulemaking when calculating the fee increases. Therefore, no additional special
provisions were developed for this final-form rulemaking.

(26) Include a description of any alternative regulatory provisions which have been considered and
rejected and a statement that tile least burdensome acceptable alternative has been selected.

No alternative regulatory provisions have been considered or rejected for the final-form rulemaking as
tile Radiation Protection Act (35 P.S. § 7110.401) requires that fees be established to cover the
Department’s Radiation Protection Program costs.

(27) In conducting a regulatory flexibility analysis. explain whether regulatory’ methods were considered
that will minimize any adverse impact on small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of the Regulatory
Review Act, Act 76 of 2012), including:

a) The establishment of less stringent compliance or reporting requirements for small businesses:

Less stringent compliance and reporting requirements are not necessary, because the compliance
requirements in the final-fonu rulemaking are minimal.

b) The establishment of less stringent schedules or deadlines for compliance or reporting
requirements for small businesses;

Less stringent schedules or deadlines for and the consolidation or simplification of compliance
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or reporting are not necessary, because the compliance and reporting requirements in the final-
form rulemaking are minimal.

c) The consolidation or simplification of compliance or reporting requirements for small
businesses;

Less stringent schedules or deadlines for and the consolidation or simplification of compliance
or reporting are not necessary, because the compliance and reporting requirements in the final-
form rulemaking are minimal.

d) The establishment of performance standards for small businesses to replace design or
operational standards required in the regulation; and

The final-form rulemaking does not require design or operation standards.

e) The exemption of small businesses from all or any part of the requirements contained in the
regulation.

Reduced Chapter 218 fees for radioactive material licensees are already available for small
businesses that will be affected by the increased fees in the final-form rulemaking, as reflected in
the SB! and SB2 fee categories at the bottom of Appendix A (Fees for Radioactive Material
Licenses). The Departmcnt does not collect information regarding the size of each business that
is an X-ray registrant, licensee, or service provider, but the Department considered the vast
majority of these entities to be small businesses for the purpose of this rulemaking.

(28) If data is the basis for this regulation, please provide a description of the data, explain in detail howthe data was obtained, and how it meets the acceptability standard for empirical, replieable and testabledata that is supported by documentation, statistics, reports, studies or research. Plcase submit data or
supporting materials with the regulatory package. If the material exceeds 50 pages, please provide it in asearchable electronic format or provide a list of citations and internet links that, where possible, can beaccessed in a searchable format in lieu of the actual material. Ifother data was considered but not used,please explain why that data was determined not to be acceptable.

Data is the basis for this final-form rulemaking. The Department prepared the “Three-Year RegulatoryFee and Program Cost Analysis Report” (Report) to summarize the Department’s fee collections and
program costs by fUnctional area for the past three fiscal years and the next three projected years. The
functional areas for purposes of this final-form rulemaking are grouped into three categories: Radiation-producing machines (i.e., Accelerator, X-ray, and Vendors/Service Providers); Radioactive Materialsand Decommissioning; and Radon. The conclusion of the Report is that Radioactive Materials andRadiation-producing machines (Chapter 218 fees) require an increase to cover program costs. A copy ofthe report is attached to this final-form rulemaking.

(29) Include a schedule for review of the regulation including:

A. The length of the public comment period: 30 days

B. The date or dates on which any public meetings or hearings
will be held: None held
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C. The expected date of delivery of the final-form regulation: Ouarter 2. 2023

D. The expected effective dale of the final-form regulation: 30 days after publication
in the Fennsi’lvania Bulletin

E. The expected date by which compliance with the final-font
regulation will be required: 30 days after publication

in the Pennsylvania Bulletin

F. The expected date by which required permits. licenses or other
approvals must be obtained: Not applicable

(30) Describe the plan developed for evaluating the continuing effectiveness of the regulations after its
implementation.

The Board is not establishing a sunset date for these regulations since they are needed for the
Department to carry out its statutory authority. The Department will continue to closely monitor these
regulations for their elftctiveness and recommend updates to the Board as necessary.
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RADIATION PROTECTION PROGRAM
THREE-YEAR REGULATORY FEE AND PROGRAM COST ANALYSIS REPORT

TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD

The Department of Environmental Protection (DEP or Department) Radiation Protection Program (RPP)
was established to carry out the comprehensive program of radiation protection in the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania (Commonwealth) as required by the Radiation Protection Act, 35 P.S. §% fl 10.101—
7110.703 (RPA). Section 40! of the RPA (35 P.S. § 7110.401) and Section 8 of the Radon Certification
Act, 63 P.S. § 2008, require that fees be established to cover DEP’s RPP costs. The RPP incLudes the
functions of both the Central Office Bureau of Radiation Protection (BRP) and the Regional Offices.

As required by 25 Pa. Code § 218.11(i) and Chapter 240, Appendix A, DEP prepared an updated Three-
Year Regulatory Fee and Program Cost Analysis Report (Report) for the period of 2018-202! to present
to the Environmental Quality Board. The three RPP areas this cost analysis addresses are: Accelerator,
Radiation-Producing Machines, and Vendors/Service Providers; Radioactive Materials and
Decommissioning; and Radon. The last fee increase for Accelerator, Radiation-Producing Machines
and Vendors/Service Providers was proposed in 2006 and effective in 2009. The last fee increase for
Radioactive Materials, Decommissioning and Radon was proposed in 2015 and effective in 2018.

The purpose of this report is to review the adequacy of fees based on projected RPP costs through
FY2027-2028. Following is a summary of the RPP fee collections and program costs by functional area.

ACCELERATOR, X-RAY AND VENDORS/SERVICE PROVIDERS

BACKGROUND

Through a staff of 71 located in the central and regional offices, the RPP’s Radiation Control Division
administers the radiation-producing machine registration and inspection program, the Mammography
Quality Standards Act program, the particle accelerator licensing and inspection program, and the
vcndor/scrvice provider registration program.

Radiation-Producing Machine Registration and Inspection Program

The Radiation Control Division is responsible for the registration and inspection of over 11,000 facilities
possessing about 33.000 X-ray units. These facilities include hospitals, clinics, and medical and dental
offices.

In order to ensure that patients, personnel, and the environment arc protected and that operators are
properly trained, quality control is performed, and radiation equipment and facilities meet current
protection standards, the Department has a goal to routinely inspect all facilities at least once every four
years or as necessary to ascertain compliance or non-compliance with applicable regulations. Major
facilities may be inspected every two to three years. Approximately 2,800 site inspections are
conducted each year.

Users of radiation-producing machines are required to register with the Division, indicate the number
and type of units possessed, and designate an individual responsible for radiation safety. Users pay
registration fees based on the type of facility and the number of X-ray units they have. The fee amounts
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are listed in 25 Pa. Code § 218.11(a) (relating to registration, renewal of registration, and license fees)
and are provided in Appendix A of this report. The Division oversees the production and issuance of
associated registration certificates, renewal letters, and invoices and the collection of initial and annual
fees.

Mammoaraphy Quality Standards Act Activities

The federal Mammography Quality Standards Act (MQSA) was signed into law on Oct. 27, 1992. The
MQSA ensures that women and men receive high-quality mammography services for early breast cancer
detection through the establishment of a federal certification and inspection program. The Act
authorizes the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (USFDA) to obtain state and local assistance in
enforcing the MQSA requirements, including annual inspections of all certified mammography
facilities. DEP, under a S588.000 reimbursement contract with the USFDA, conducts inspections of
each of the CommonwealtWs more than 300 facilities which perform mammographic X-ray procedures.
This contract is modified most years due to the changing number of facilities. The average amount is
$575,000. These inspections are conducted on a schedule prescribed by the USFDA. This schedule
calls for a facility to be inspected once every 12 months.

Accelerator Licensing and Inspection

The Commonwealth requires licensing of all particle accelerators within the Commonwealth for
industrial use, research, or medical purposes. A person who intends to purchase, construct, or acquire an
accelerator must notify the Department of this intent by filing the appropriate application for a specific
license within 30 days after thc initial order is issued to obtain any or all parts of the accelerator. Annual
fees for licensed particle accelerators are listed in 25 Pa. Code § 218.11(d) and are provided in Appendix
A of this report. About 150 faeilitics have approximately 250 licensed accelerators within the
Commonwealth.

Vendor/Service Provider Registration

The Commonwealth administers a registration program for vendors/service providers who sell, lease,
install and/or service radiation-producing machines. Commonwealth regulations require that each
vendor/service provider doing business within the Commonwealth must be registered prior to providing
such services. To register, each vendor/service provider must complete a registration application and
return that application with the associated fee to BRP. The registration is renewable for 12—month
periods following submission of the applicable fee as listed in 25 Pa. Code § 218.11(k) and provided in
Appendix A of this report. Registration of machine vendors ensures the Department vill be notified of
the location and owner of new X-ray equipment installations.

REVENUE TREND AND PROJECTION

The combined revenue from these RPP areas has been relatively stable. 1-lowever, implementation costs
are expected to continue to increase. This analysis assumes the purchase of new X-ray testing
equipment, and a 3% increase in all operational costs annually for future years, and a 4.75% increase in
personnel costs per the contract agreement.
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COMMENT

The RPP has conducted a detailed fiscal analysis of these program areas. Based on current fee
collections and existing available ftinds in these program areas, this analysis indicates with existing
reserve funds and current fees, the fund balance will be negative in FY 2023-24 for radiation-producing
machine and vendor registrations and accelerator license categories.

BACKGROUND

Accelerator, X-ray and Vendors/Service Providers*

RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS & DECOMMISSIONING

DEP’s Radiation Control Division is also responsible for the regulation, licensing, and inspection of
radioactive material user operations and, along with the Decommissioning Section of the
Decommissioning and Surveillance Division. is responsible for termination of radioactive material
licenses (e.g., for by-product, source, and special nuclear material).

Radioactive Material Licensing and Inspection

Users of all by-product, source, and special nuclear material are required to obtain a license from DEP
prior to obtaining those radioactive materials. This material is used in hospitals, colleges, and industries
for medical, research, and industrial purposes. The Department issues specific, general, and reciprocity
licenses for the use of radioactive material in the Commonwealth. The objective of the Licensing
program is to ensure radioactive material is used safely, disposed of properly, and facilities are free from
contamination when licensed operations are terminated. Annual license fees for radioactive material are

‘ 2018 2019- 2021- 2022- 2023-
l9} 20

2020-21
22 23 24

2024-25 2025-26 2026-27 2027-28
Beginning

52,302 52338 **52 848 52,445 $1,915 $1,284 -$588 -$1,742 -53160 -54.854Balance
Fee

$4,449 $4,200 $4,208 $4,200 $4,200 $4,200 $4,200 $4,200 $4,200 $4,200Collection
Fines and

$89 $69 $68 $0 SO SO SO $0 $0 SOPenalties
MQSA

$530 $575 $229 $588 $575 5575 $575 $575 $575 $575Contract
Total

55,068 54,844 $4,505 $4,788 $4,775 $4,775 $4,775 $4,775 $4,775 S4,775Revenue
Program I
Costs j $5,033 142 $4,908 $5,318 $5,406 $5,568 $5,735 p5,907 6,095 $6,267
Ending
Balance
All figures

52.338 $2,040 $2,435 $1,915

in thousauds of dollars.
**FUOJS were moved from Radioacii’
due to its decreasing revenue.

51.2 84 -5588

e Malerials and Decommissioning to help sLipport (lie Radiation—Producing Machines area

-51,712 -53.160 -54.854 -56.837
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listed in 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218, Appendix A (relating to fees for radioactive material licenses) and
provided in Appendix A of this report.

Decommissionin &

The Decommissioning Section performs technical reviews of decontamination and decommissioning
(D&D) activities for radioactive materials licensees and non-licensed radiologically contaminated sites
in accordance with appropriate Commonwealth regulations. Typical reviews include site
characterization plans, health and safety plans, decommissioning plans, survey reports, and the
evaluation of decommissioning ftinding plans and financial assurance mechanisms. The
Decommissioning Section also performs on-site reviews and inspections of D&D activities for
occupational, public, and environmental radiation protection concerns. These activities include
performing confinuatoiy surveys and sampling to ensure the cleanup levels established for the site have
been met. This Section would also perform independent oversight and sampling at decommissioning
nuclear power plant sites (e.g., TMI Unit 2). This work is performed at full cost recovery.

REVENUE TREND AND PROJECTION

Fee collections for radioactive material licensing have been trending down since the national economic
recession of2008. BRP expects the COVID-19 pandemic will also impact Ihis RPP area. Universities
and industries that use radioactive material have been consolidating or finding other operational methods
flat do not require a license, and many licensees have opted to be licensed under a small business fee
category at a lower cost, which is specified in 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218, Appendix A.

Actual RPP personnel costs (salaries and benefits) have increased approximately 14% since the last fee
increase in 2018, while fees have remained fixed. This analysis assumes a 3% increase in all operational
costs annually for future years, and a 4.75°A increase in personnel costs per Pennsylvania’s union-
covered employee contract agreement.

Work in the Decommissioning Program is driven by industry trends, federal funding, and ongoing
discovery of contaminated sites. Most work performed by the Decommissioning Program is subject to
full cost recovery’ from the facility owner. Currently, the DEP hourly rate charge for these activities is
S225. Costs of decommissioning activities at sites where no responsible party exists are paid from the
Radiation Protection Fund.

COMMENT

The RPP has conducted a detailed fiscal analysis of these program areas. This analysis indicates with
existing reserve funds and current fees, the fund balance will be negative in FY 2024-25 in the
Radioactive Materials and Decommissioning area.
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Radioactive Materials Licensing*

i Ending
$3,904 $3,944

LigPcc - L
*AII ficwres in thousands of dollars.
*tFUIIdS were moved from Radioactive
Radon areas due to their decreasing revenue.

RADON

Pennsylvania has some of the highest indoor air radon levels in the country, and perhaps the world.According to the National Academy of Sciences and US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),radon is the second leading cause of lung cancer. The Department’s Radon Program is one of the mostrobust in the nation and provides a variety of regulatory and public set-vice activities. These activitiesmc! tide;

Implementing the EPA Stale Indoor Radon Grant (SIRG) (e.g., education and outreach through
public service announcements (PSA); grants to universities; outreach to builders, realtors, and
the medical community; and, free test kits to mothers of newborns).

• Certifying radon laboratories, mitigators, and testers.
• Performing routine inspections of mitigation installations, mitigation offices, testing, and

laboratory facilities.
• Performing blind testing on radon-detection devices.
• Providing diagnostic services to homeowners and mitigators on difficult—to-remediate houses.
• Performing “targeted” surveys in areas of high radon activity through the American Lung

Association.
• Assisting homeowners and mitigators with difficult to remediate buildings.
• Providing free confirmatory testing to homeowners who have installed active mitigation systemsand to homes with radon levels greater than 100 pCi/L.

19 20 -— 2025-26 2026-2711027-28
I 2018- P 2019-

1020 ‘1
2021- 2022- 1±023W 1 2024-
22 23 24 25

Beginning
$3,285 $3,904 **$2 848 $2,918 $2,295 $1,646 $824 -$130 -$1,373 -$2,765Balance

Fee
$4.4 13 $3,877 $3,204 $3,200 $3,200 $3,200 $3,200 $3,200 $3,200 $3,200Collection

Fines and
$133 $73 $37 $0 $0 $0 [$0 $0 $0 $0Penalties

Total
$4,546 S3,950 53,24! 53,200 S3,200 53,200 53,200 53,200 53,200 53,200Revenue

$3,928 $3,910 53.171 S3,82S3.849T3&64 S4.083 S4.206 $4,332 4,462
Program
Costs

I

$2,918 $2,295 $1,646 $824 j-$180 -51.373

Materials and Decommissioning to help support the Radiation-producing Machines and

BACKGROUND

-S2J65
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• Developing and maintaining databases for calculations, tracking data, and surveys; maintaining
and configuring DEP databases with the Bureau of Infonnation Technology for certification
tracking.

• Providing a wide variety of public information services to increase awareness of the radon issue
and encouraging testing and mitigation.

• Providing unbiased and expert advice on all aspects of radon to the general public.
• Performing radon-related research projects and contributing technical information to the radon

industry.

• Serving on radon-related national committees.

REVENUE TREND AND PROJECTION

The Department performs significant outreach and PSAs that encourage homeowners to test andmitigate. This creates interdependency between outreach and revenue, allowing the program to maintainstability in certification fee revenue from radon laboratories, mitigators and testers. 1-listorically,certification fee revenue has not covered Radon Program costs. Current certification fee amounts arclisted in 25 Pa. Code Chapter 240, Appendix A (relating to radon certification fee schedule) and areprovided in Appendix A of this report. Grant funding from the EPA S1RG provides a small percentageof revenue to offset administrative costs, but the Radon Program has always been barely sel(sustaining.

SIRG funds have been about $429,000 annually in recent years, which is utilized mainly for stafftraining, PSAs, equipment and supplies, home shows, and some support of salaries and benefits. It alsoprovides funds to the American Lung Association for radon outreach. With tight federal budgets, theSIRG funding cannot be relied upon as a stable funding source and it can cease at any time; therefore,only the current contract is depicted in the table below.

RECOMMENDATION AND COMMENT

The RPP has conducted a detailed fiscal analysis of this program area. This analysis indicates withexisting reserves Rind and fees, the Radon program area is sufficiently funded.

The table below provides revenue and program cost projections:
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Radon Program*

Endina
$2,505 I £2,562 52.845Balance -

*AIl figures in thousands of dollars.
#550 fec for each mitigation insiallation
AState Indoor Radon Grant (51kG)
+Ftjnds were moved from Radioactive Materials
revenue.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATLONS

Accelerator. Radiation-Producing Machines. and Vendors/Service Providers

Based on current fee collections and existing available finds in these program areas, this analysis
indicates that in FY 2023-24 there will not be sufficient revenue for the radiation-producing machine
and vendor registrations and accelerator license categories. The program also determined the
chiropractor category should be moved from the category of “Other” to the same category of “Dentists,
Podiatrists, and Veterinarians” as their equipment is more in-line with that category. The RPP
recommends proposing a future rulemaking to increase fees to adequately fund this program area and
correct the fee category for chiropractors.

Radioactive Materials and Decommissioning

This analysis indicates that in FY 2024-25 there will not be sufficient revenue for license categories in
the Radioactive Materials area and the Decommissioning hourly rate. The RPP recommends proposing
a future rulemaking to increase fees to adequately fund this program area.

Radon

This analysis indicates that after FY 2027-28 there will be sufficient revenue to maintain the current
Radon Program and no nilemaking to adjust fees for Radon will be necessary at this time.

2018- 2019- 2020- 2021- 1 2022- 2023- 2024- 2025- 2026- 2027-
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

Beginning
52,388 52.505 S2,849 $2,845 $2,643 $2,452 $2,201 $1,889 $1,524 Sl.106Balance

Fee
$360 $241 $370 $300 $300 $300 $300 $300 $300 $300Collection

Installation
$592 S671 $609 5600 S600 $600 5600 5600 $600 $600Fee4

Fines and I $14 $12 $19 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 SO $0Penalties I________
SIRGA 1 $353 $385 $468 $429 $429 $429 SO SO $0 $0
Total I 51.319 51.309 $1,466 51.329 51,329 Sl.329 $1,329 51.329 $1,329 $1,329Revenue I

Program
$1,152 $1,252 $1,470 $1,531 $1,520 $1,566 $1,613 $1,661 $1,711 $1,762Costs

£2,643 I 52.452 I 52.201 51,889 $1,524 $1,106
-

I I I --. - — -—1

and Decommissioning to help support the Radon area due io its decreasing

$631
-J
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APPENDIX A
Current Radiation Protection Program Fee Amounts

Radiation-Producing Machine Registration and Inspection Program:

Fee Type Fee Amount Regulatory Citation
Dentists, podiatrists. Annual Administrative Fee: $100 25 Pa. Code § 218.11(a)
veterinarians

Annual Fee per Device: $50
Hospitals Annual Administrative Fee: $725 25 Pa. Code § 218.11(a)

Annual Fee per Device: $50
Other Facilities Annual Administrative Fee: $350 25 Pa. Code § 218.1 1 (a)

Annual Fee per Device: $50

Accelerator Licensing and Inspection:

Fee Type Fee Amount Regulatory Citation
Accelerators, below 50 MeV, $2,100 for the first accelerator at a 25 Pa. Code § 218.! l(dfll)
other than for ion implantation Facility

$700 for each additional unit at the
same Facility

Accelerators used for ion $700 for the first accelerator at a 25 Pa. Code § 218.1 I (d)(2)
implantation facility

$70 for each additional unit at the
same lhcilily

Accelerators 50 MeV and above Minimum annual Fee of $2.1 00 For 25 Pa. Code § 218.1 l(d)(3)
the first accelerator at the facility

$700 for each additional unit at the
same facility

Additional invoices will be issued
by the Department at regular
intervals at least quarterly when net
costs are incurred above the
minimum annual fee.

Vendor/Service Provider Registration:

Fee Type Fee Amount Regulatory Citation
Annual registration fee $140 25 Pa. Code § 216.11(k)
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Radioactive Material Licensing and Inspection:

Fee Type Fee Amount Regulatory Citation
Special Nuclear Material Scaled Source Annual Fee: $3,150 25 Pa. Code Chapter2l8,
Gauges (X-Ray Fluorescence) Appendix A
Special Nuclear Material—Other Annual Fee: $8,700 25 Pa, Code Chapter 218,

Appendix A
Source Material—Metal Extraction Annual Fee: 545.100 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,

Appendix A
Removal of Radioactive Contaminants Annual Fee: $16,800 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,
From Drinking Water Appendix A
Source Material as Shielding Annual Fee: $1.1 25 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,

Appendix A
Source Material—Other (not I 1e2) Annual Fee: $20,100 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,

Appendix A
Manufacturing & Distribution Annual Fee: $43,650 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,
Commercial Broad Scope—b CFR 30. Appendix A
33
Manufacturing. Rekirbishing & Annual Fee: S 12.450 25 Pu. Code Chapter 218.
Distribution Commercial Specific Appendix A
License—ID CFR 30
Manufacturing & Distribution Annual Fee: $17,850 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,
Pharmaceuticals—b CFR 32.72— Appendix A
32.74
Phammceuticals—Distribution Only— Annual Fee: $10,200 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,
10 CFR 32.7x Appendix A
Irradiator—Shielded Source Annual Fee: S6.300 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,

Appendix A
Irradiator—Unshielded <lORCi Annual Fee: $1 1,700 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,

Appendix A
Irradiator—Unshielded =lOkCi Annual Fee: 546.800 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,

,_________________________________ Appendix A
Distribution As Exempt—No Review of Annual Fee: $16,050 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,
Device Appendix A
Distribution—SSD Devices to Part 31 Annual Fee: $3,750 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,
GLs Appendix A

. Distribution—No Review-Exempt Annual Fee: $2,650 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,
Sealed Source Appendix A
Research & Development Broad Scope Annual Fee: 522.650 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,

Appendix A
Research & Development Annual Fee: $6,400 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,

Appendix A
Services other than Leak Testing, Waste Annual Fee: 512,750 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,
Disposal or Calibration Appendix A
Radiography Annual Fee: $21,150 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,

Appendix A
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[Other Byproduct Material Annual Fec: ¶4.050 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,
I______________________________________________________ Appendix A

Generally licensed devices under Annual Fee: S480 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,
§ 2 17.143 (relating to certain measuring, Appendix A
gauging or controlling devices)
Greater than the General License Limits Annual Fee: ¶3,150 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218.
in 10 CFR 31.1 2(a)(3). (1) or(S) but not Appendix A
more than ten times those Limits
Greater than ten times the General Annual Fee: $4,050 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,
License Limits in 10 CFR 3112(a)(3L Appendix A
(4) or(S)
Manuliwturing & Distribution Annual Fee: S 17.700 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,
Phannaeeuticals—Aceelerator Produced Appendix A
Only
Waste Storage, Processing or Disposal Annual Fee: Full Cost 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218.

Appendix A
Waste Packaging or Repackaging Annual Fee: $16,000 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,

Appendix A
Waste Receipt of Prepackaged for Annual Fee: ¶13,800 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,
Disposal Appendix A
Well Logging & Non Field Flood Annual Fee: $6,600 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218.
Tracers Appendix A
Well Logging Field Flood Tracer Annual Fee: Full Cost 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,
Studies ppendix A
Nuclear Laundry’ Annual Fee: ¶43,200 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,

Appendix A
I luinan Use—Teletherapy Annual Fee: $20,550 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,

Appendix A
Human Use—Broad Scope (except Annual Fee: ¶36.250 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,
Teletherapy) Appendix A
Human Use (except Teletherapy) Annual Fee: ¶7,350 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,

Appendix A
Specifically licensed sources used in Annual Fee: $3,150 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,
static eliminators. nonexempt smoke Appendix A
detectors, fixed gauges. dew pointers.
calibration sources, civil defense uses or
in_temporary_(2_years_or_less)_storage
Decontamination. Decommissioning. Annual Fee: Full Cost 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218.
Reclamation or Site Restoration Appendix A

Reciprocity (180 days/year) Annual Fee: $2,250 j 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,

J Appendix A
Small Business—Category I Annual Fee: ¶3.450 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218.

Appendix A
Small Business—Category 2 Annual Fee: $750 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218,

Appendix A
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Radon Certification:

Fee Type Fee Amount Regulatory Citation
Testing Individual $525 every 2 years 25 Pa. Code Chapter 240, Appendix A

• Testing Employee SI 50 every 2 years 25 Pa. Code Chapter 240, Appendix A
Testing Firm $1,050 every 2 years 25 Pa. Code Chapter 240, Appendix A
Mitigation Individual $450 every 2 years 25 Pa. Code Chapter 240. Appendix A
Mitigation Finn S 1,050 every 2 years 25 Pa. Code Chapter 240. Appendix A
Laboratory Individual $600 every 2 years 25 Pa. Code Chapter 240, Appendix A
Laboratory Firm S 1,125 every 2 years 25 Pa. Code Chapter 240, Appendix A
Priman’ Testing Device Listing 5150 every 2 years 25 Pa. Code Chapter 240, Appendix A
Course Provider $565 every 2 years 25 Pa. Code Chapter 240, Appendix A
Late Application Renewal S150 25 Pa. Code Chapter 240, Appendix A
Late 45-Day Reporting 5150 25 Pa. Code Chapter 240, Appendix A

$50 for each radon
Radon Mitigation System Fee mitigation system 25 Pa. Code Chapter 240, Appendix A

installed or activated
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i i. Radiation Physics/Safetyieg .eny 320 Last North Ave 18th
Health Network Floor South Tower

Pittsburah PA 15212t

January 9, 2023

The Honorable Ramez Ztadeh
Department of Environmental Protection
P.O. Box 2063
Harrisburg, PA 17105-2063

Dear Acting Secretary Ziadeh,

I am writing to bring to your attention actions taken by the Radiation Protection Advisory Committee (RPAC) at our
December 9, 2022, meeting.

At the RPAC meeting, the Department presented the Radiological Health Regulation Chapter 218 Fees.

The Committee voted unanimously to concur with the Department’s recommendation to present the final form
rulemaking package to the Independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC).

If you have any questions regarding this action, please call me at 724-316-0097 or email me at
Margaret. blackwoodieahn.org.

Sincerely.

Margaret S. Blackwood, MS, DABR
Chair

c: Dwight Shearer, Director, PA DEP BRP
John Chippo, PA DEP BRP, RPAC Liaison
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FiNAL-FORM RULEMAKING
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD

(25 Pa. Code, Chapter 2181

Radiological Health Fees

The Environmental Quality Board (Board) amends Chapter 218 (relating to fees). This final-
form rulemaking amends the annual fees for radiation-producing machine registrations, vendor
registrations, accelerator licenses, radioactive material licenses, and the professional hourly rate.

This final-form rulemaking was adopted by the Board at its meeting of’ April 11,2023.

A. Effiictii’e Date

This final-form rulemaking will be effective 30 days after publication iii the Pennsi’lvania
Bulletin.

B. Contact Persons

For further information contact John Chippo. Chief, Division of Radiation Control. P.O. Box
8469, Rachel Carson State Office Building. Harrisburg. PA 17 105-8469, (717) 783-9730, or
Nicholas Pistory, Assistant Counsel, Bureau of Regulatory Counsel, P.O. Box 8464, Rachel
Carson State Office Building, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8464, (717) 787-9372. Persons with a
disability may use tile Pennsylvania Hamilton Relay Service, (800) 654-5984 (TDD users) or
(800) 654-5988 (voice users). This final-form rulemaking is available on the Department of
Environmental Protection’s (Department) web site at www.dep.pa.gov (select “Public
Participation,” then “Environmental Quality Board” and then navigate to the Board meeting of
April II. 2023).

C. Statiiton’ At ithority

This final-form rulemaking is authorized under sections 30!, 302, and 401 of the Radiation
Protection Act (RPA) (35 P.S. § 7110.301,7110.302 and 7110.401), which direct the Board and
the Department of Environmental Protection (Department) to establish fees in amounts at least
sufficient to cover the cosis of the radiation protection programs mandated by the RPA and
review of those fees every three years, and under section 1920-A oithe Administrative Code (7!
P.S. § 510-20), which directs the Board to formulate, adopt and promulgate such rules and
regulations as may be determined by the board for the proper performance of the work of the
Department.

D. Background and Pinpose

The Department’s Radiation Protection Program (RPP) was established to curry out the
comprehensive program of radiation protection in this Commonwealth as required by the RPA
(35 P.S. $* 7110.101—7110.703). Section 401 ofthe RPA and sectionS of the Radon
Certilication Act (63 P.S. § 2008) require that lees be established to cover the Departments RPP
costs. Section 302(b) of the RPA (35 P.S. § 7110.302(b)) requires the Board to review the
radiation protection fee structure every 3 years.
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On February 15, 2022, the Department presented its Three-Year Regulatory Fee and Program
Cost Analysis Report (Report) in accordance with § 218.11(1) (relating to registration, renewal of
registration and license fees) and Chapter 240, Appendix A (relating to radon certification fee
schedule) to the Board. The Report covered the period of 2018-2021 and analyzed costs for
three program areas: Accelerator, Radiation-Producing Machines, and Vendors/Service
Providers; Radioactive Materials and Decommissioning; and Radon. The Department concluded
that fee increases are necessary for the Accelerator, Radiation-Producing Machines, and
Vendors/Service Providers program and for the Radioactive Materials and Decommissioning
program to ensure both program areas are fully funded.

Accek’rato,; i’adiation—pi’othwing machines, and vendoc/servwe prai’zdeiw analysis

Through a staff of 71 located in the Department’s central and regional offices, the RPPs
Radiation Control Division administers the radiation—producing machine registration and
inspection program, the Mammography Quality Standards Act program, the particle accelerator
licensing and inspection program and the vendor/service provider registration program.

The Radiation Control Division is responsible for the registration and inspection of over
11,000 facilities possessing about 33.000 X-ray units. These Facilities include hospitals. clinics.
and medical and dental offices. Users of radiation-producing machines are required to register
with the Radiation Control Division, indicate the number and type of units possessed and
designate an individual responsible for radiation safety. Users pay registration fees based on the
type of facility and the number of X—ray units they have, The fee amounts are listed in

218.11(a).

The Federal Mammography Quality Standards Act (MQSA) (42 U.S.C.A. § 263b) was signed
into law on October 27, 1992. The MQSA ensures that women and men receive hi1h-quality
mammography services for early breast cancer detection through the establishment of a Federal
certification and inspection program. The Statute authorizes the United States Food and Drug
Administration (USFDA) to obtain state and local assistance in enforcing the MQSA
requirements, including annual inspections of all certified mammography Facilities. The
Department. under a 5588.000 reimbursement contract with the LISFDA. conducts inspections of
each ot’this Commonwealth’s more than 300 facilities which perfonn mammographic X-ray
procedures. This contract is modified most years due to the changing number of facilities. The
average amount is S575.000.

The Department requires licensing of all particle accelerators within this Commonwealth for
industrial use, research or medical purposes. A person who intends to purchase, construct or
acquire an accelerator shall notiI’ the Department of this intent by filing the appropriate
application for a specific license within 30 days añer the initial order is issued to obtain any or
all parts of the accelerator. Annual fees for licensed particle accelerators are listed in §218.11(d). About 150 facilities have approximately 250 licensed accelerators within this
Commonwealth.

The Department also administers a registration program for vendors/service providers who
sell, lease, install or service, or both, radiation-producing machines. Department regulations
require that each vendor/service provider doing business within this Commonwealth must be
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registered prior to providing these services. To register, each vendor/service provider must
complete a registration application and return that application with the associated fee to Bureau
of Radiation Protection. The registration is renewable for 12-month periods following
submission of the applicable fee as listed in § 218.11(k).

In analyzing the annual costs and revenue associated with the Accelerator, Radiation-
Producing Machines, and Vendors/Service Providers RPP fee category, the Department found
that despite substantial increases in personnel and program costs, the Chapter 218 fees, which
support the registration of radiation-producing machines and vendors/service providers and the
licensing of accelerators, have not been revised since 2009. As a result, the Radiation Protection
Fund is decreasing annually in operating reserves, and the fund balance will be negative in Fiscal
Year (FY) 2023-2024. Without the fee increase in this final-form rulemaking. the Department
would be required to curtail spending for needed equipment, infrastructure upgrades, and training
and hiring of qualified personnel.

Radioactive niaterials and dec’oinniissioning analysis

The RPPs Radiation Control Division is also responsible for the regulation, licensing and
inspection of radioactive material user operations and, along with the Decommissioning Section
of the Decommissioning and Surveillance Division, is responsible for termination of radioactive
material licenses (such as for by—product, source and special nuclear material).

Users of all by-product. source and special nuclear material are required to obtain a license
from the Dcparlmcnt prior to obtaining those radioactive materials. This material is used in
hospitals, colleges and industries for medical, research and industrial purposes. The Department
issues specific, general and reciprocity licenses for the use of radioactive material in this
Commonwealth. The objective of the licensing program is to ensure radioactive material is used
safely, disposed of properly and facilities are free from contamination when licensed operations
are terminated. Annual license fees for radioactive material are listed in Chapter 218, Appendix
A (relating to fees for radioactive material licenses).

The Decommissioning Section performs technical reviews of decontamination and
decommissioning (D&D) activities for radioactive materials licensees and non-licensed
radiologically contaminated sites in accordance with appropriate Commonwealth regulations.
Typical reviews include site characterization plans. health and safety plans, decommissioning
plans, survey reports, and the evaluation of decommissioning funding plans and financial
assurance mechanisms, The Decommissioning Section also perfonns onsite reviews and
inspcctioiis of D&D activities for occupational, public and environmental radiation protection
concerns. These activities include performing confinnatory surveys and sampling to ensure the
cleanup levels established for the site have been met. The Decommissioning Section would also
perform independent oversight and sampling at decommissioning nuclear power plant sites (for
example. ‘Fhree Mile Island Unit 2). This work is performed at full cost recovery.

Fee collections for radioactive material licensing have been trending down since the National
economic recession of 2008. Universities and industries that use radioactive material have been
consolidating or finding other operational methods that do not require a license. Many licensees
have opted to be licensed under a small business fee category at a lower cost, which is specified
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in Chapter 21$, Appendix A. During this same time, actual RPP personnel costs (salaries and
benefits) have increased approximately 14% since the last fee increase for this fee area took
effect in 2017.

The Departments fiscal analysis showed that with existing reserve funds and current fees, the
ftLnd balance will be negative in FY 2024-2025 for the Radioactive Materials and
Decommissioning area.

Sinnnmn’ ofRPF finding needs

Based on the findings of the Report. this final—form rulemaking is necessary to addiess the
discrepancy between anticipated fees and needed revenue for the Accclerator, Radiation-
Producing Machines, and Vendors/Service Providers program area and the Radioactive Materials
and Decommissioning program area.

In March 200$, then—Governor Edward Rendell signed an agreement with the Chairperson of
the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for the Commonwealth to become an
Agreement State. This allows the Department to oversee and regulate licensure of radioactive
materials for entities in this Commonwealth. These duties are funded through the Chapter 218
fees. As pan of the agreement. the Commonwealth committed to implementing a radiation
protection program comparable to the NRC’s program and ensured that Department regulations
would be compatible with NRC regulations.

The amendments to the Chapter 218 fees for radiation-producing machines, vendors and
accelerators are necessary to ensure adequate funding is available for the Commonwealth to
earl)’ out its duties under the RPA. The amendments to the Chapter 218 fees for radioactive
material licenses are necessary to assure adequate funding is available for the Commonwealth to
carry out its duties under the NRC’s Agreement State program. If the Commonwealth were
forced to cede its authority to regulate radioactive materials back to the NRC. the regulated
community would experience higher costs per NRC’s fee regulations.

To ensure there is adequate funding for these program areas and for the Commonwealth to
maintain its status as an NRC Agreement State, the Board is increasing the fees associated with
the Accelerator. Radiation-Producing Machines. and Vendors/Service Providers program area by
30% to provide sufficient revenue through FY 2027-2028 and the fees associated with the
Radioactive Materials and Decommissioning program area by 10%, except for the full cost
recovery hourly rate that is increased by 22% to $275, to ensure sufficient funding through FY
2027-2028.

Outreach

The amendments to the Chapter 218 fees for radiation-producing machines, vendors, and
accelerators and for radioactive materials and decommissioning were reviewed with the
Departments Radiation Protection Advisory Committee (RPAC). RPAC represents various
stakeholders, including radiation-producing machine registrants. radioactive materials licensees
and radon service providers, as well as the general public. The Department discussed the need
for fee revisions and presented the draft proposed amendments to Chapter 218 with RPAC on
March 3. 2022 and RPAC endorsed moving forward with the proposed rulemaking. The
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Department presented the draft final amendments to Chapter 218 with RPAC on December 9.
2022 and RPAC again endorsed moving forward with this flnaI-forn rulemaking.

E. Scanincu-v of Ebial—Fomni Ruleniakbig and Changes from Proposed to Final—Form Rulemaking

• 218.11. Regist;’arion, renewal ofiegisnarion and license fees

in subsection (a). the annual administrative fees and annual fees per X-ray tube or radiation
generating device for radiation-producing machines are increased by approximately 30% to
provide adequate funding to support the oversight of X—ray’ machines in hospitals, dental offices,
veterinary clinics and other facilities. Additionally. “Chiropractors” have been moved out of the
“Other” fee category and are now added to “Chiropractors, dentists, podiatrists, veterinarians.”
This change was made because chiropractors’ equipment is comparable with the equipment used
by dentists, podiatrists and veterinarians.

In subsection (d)( I), the fee amounts for accelerators, below 50 McV, other than for ion
implantation are increased by 30% from $2,100 to $2,730 for the first accelerator at a facility and
from $700 to S910 for each additional unit at the facility.

in subsection (d)(2), the fee amounts for accelerators used for ion implantation are increased
from $700 to $910 and from $70 to $90 for each additional unit at the same facility.

In subsection (d)(3), the fee amounts associated with accelerators 50 Me\’ and above are
increased by 30%. This includes the hourly rate considered for staff lime to review license
applications and to conduct inspections being increased from $150 per hour to $195 per hour; the
minimum annual fix being increased from $2,100 to $2,730 for the first accelerator at a fhcility;
and the fee for each additional unit being increased from $700 to $910.

in subsection (i). the annual fee amounts for electronic brachytheraphy devices are increased
by 30% from $1,000 to $1,300 for the first unit at a hicility and from $100 to $130 for each
additional unit at the facility.

In subsection (k), the annual registration fee for radiation—producing machine service providers
is increased by 30% from $140 to $180.

There is no change made to this section from the proposed rulemaking to this final—form
rulemaking.

Chapter 218, Appendix A. Fees for ,adioactii’e material licenses

The Board proposed to increase the 39 different fee categories for radioactive material licenses
by 10% based on the findings of the Report to ensure adequate funding is available for the
Commonwealth to carry out its duties tinder the Agreement Stale program. In this final-form
rulemaking 38 different fee categories for radioactive material licenses are increased by 10%.
One fee eategon’, Category 6A—Nuclear Laundry. is being kept at the current rate of $43,200 in
this final-form rulemaking and is not increased to 547.520 as originally proposed. There is
currently one licensee in this category. who submitted comments on the proposed rulemaking
requesting this fee be decreased based on the licensee’s comparison of the Commonwealth’s fee
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to the fees charged by other states where the licensee operates. However, these comparison
states have other funding streams to help cover their program costs, while the Commonwealth’s
program is required by statute to be funded solely through the license, registration, and
certification fees.

Decreasing the fee is not feasible. Regulatory oversight for this license category is different
from other categories and requires more Department resources, such as specialized training,
more frequent sampling, and increased financial assurance. However, the Board has determined
that keeping this license category at the current rate for tlus three-year fee review cycle is not
expected to be detrimental to the RPP at this time, as currently there is only one nuclear laundiw
license in Pennsylvania. During the next three-year fee review cycle, the Department will
compile more detailed information and understanding of the complexities and uniqueness of thislicense category, which will allow the Board to assess if an additional adjustment to the nuclear
laundry license fee categon’ is appropriate.

Additionally, the Cull cost recovery fee, identified by the asterisk in this final-form rulemaking.
is increased by 22% from 5225 per hour to S275 per hour. which is below the NRC’s current FY
2022 hourly rate ol’ 5290 per hour. This hourly rate is applicable to fee categories 4A (Waste
Storage, Processing or Disposal), 5B (Well Logging Field Flood Tracer Studies) and 14
(Decontamination. Decommissioning, Reclamation or Site Restoration). The fee increase is
needed to compensate for the increase in Department staff salaries, which have risen more than
22% since the last fee increase in 2017, as well as increases in the costs for infrastructure to
support the radiation protection program staff. There was only one change made to this fee
section from the proposed rulemaking to this final-form rulemaking to keep the Category 6A—
Nuclear Laundry fee at the current rate.

F. Szunnian’ of comments and Responses on the Proposed Rulemaking

The Independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC) and a commentator questioned
whether the nuclear laundry license fee should be increased. The commentator submitted a
comparison of nuclear laundry fees they pay in other states for this license category to explain
why they feel an increase is not reasonable for this category. IRRC also asked the Board to
explain why this fee and the proposed increase is reasonable and how it complies with the
requirement in the RPA.

As noted in the previous section, the Board has declined to make the proposed change to the
nuclear laundry fee in this rulemaking and will keep the fee at its current rate. The Board will
use the next three-year fee review cycle to conduct further analysis. A nuclear laundry license is
a complex license involving numerous requirements in addition to the inspection, license
amendment and review of reports mentioned by the commentalor. As discussed in more detail asfollows, there are environmental monitoring requirements, financial assurance requirements, andspecial training for RPP staff to review the licenses and perform the monitoring. In addition,
there are infrastructure costs that must be maintained independent of the number of operationallicenses.

Under license condition, a nuclear laundry’ is required to perform annual routine monitoring ofthe environment near and downstream of their wastewater discharge pipe into the river. This
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monitoring includes sampling of sediment (3 times per year), plant (2 times per year), fish (2
times per year) and clams (I time per year) to monitor the radiological contaminants that they are
discharging to the environment. The radiological results of this sampling must be reviewed by
staff with federally required, specialized training on radiological contaminants in the
environment. All annual data is then compiled in a final report and evaluated against public dose
limits. Thai report is also reviewed by this specially trained staff to evaluate their compliance.

Additionally, the RPP periodically collects or obtains split samples from the licensee to
perform its own independent analysis. This sampling requires specific equipment to collect and
submit samples. Each sample has a cost for radiological analysis.

By Federal regulation at 10 CFR 30,35 (relating to financial assurance and recordkeeping for
decommissioning) incorporated by reference in § 217.131 (relating to incorporation by
reference), a nuclear laundry is required to maintain financial assurance to ensure funds are
available should the licensee become unable to properly maintain the site prior to termination of
its license. This financial assurance requires a cost specific review of what it would take for a
third party to come in and properly clean up the facility and the surrounding environment, both
surface and subsurface. This cost estimation is required to be submitted at least every three
years. The cost estimate and associated financial assurance mechanisms require detailed review
and approvals and require special training for the individuals who perform those reviews.

At a minimum, the reviews mentioned previously require at least one technical staff and one
manager to complete the review for each submission. The financial assurance reviews typically
involve at least one additional staff member to make sure the review is thorough. Therefore, two
or three RPP staff’s time is required for each of’ these compliance activities.

The RPP maintains a section of staff specifically trained for decommissioning and
environmental monitoring. The NRC Agreement State Program requires that this staff receive
specialized training to be qualified to implement these decommissioning and environmental
monitoring requirements. Currently, the commentator’s nuclear laundry facility is the sole
license in this Commonwealth requiring environmental monitoring—not just the only’ license in
the nuclear laundn’ license category but the only license out of all radioactive material license
categories. Therefore, thc commentator’s nuclear laundry facility license fee is the only funding
source to support this specialized training.

There is a cost for the infrastructure that must be maintained independent of the number of
operational licenses. These infrastructure costs include indirect and administrativc services,
including rulemaking, maintaining guidance for licensees, and maintaining procedures for staff,
training, and travel, the cost of information management, information technology, security,
facilities management. rent, utilities, financial management, acquisitions, human resources and
policy support.

The commentator has compared the Commonwealth’s license fees with states that are able to
supplement their fees with other funds to administer their programs. Section 401 of the RPA
states that “... [tjhese fees shall be in an amount at least sufficient to cover the departments costs
of administering the programs.” Consequently, the Commonwealth’s RPP is funded entirely
through its license, registration and certification fees.
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As noted in the funding Report for the RPP and in the Preamble to the proposed rulemaking.
the Radiation Protection Fund balance will go into the negative in FY 2023-2024. Therefore, the
Department cannot afford a delay in promulgating this final-form rulemaking and decreasing the
fee is not feasible. However, the Board has detennined that keeping this license category at the
current rate for this three-year fee review cycle is not expected to be detrimental to the RPP at
this time, as cun-cntly there is only’ one nuclear laundry license in the Commonwealth. During
the next three-year fee review cycle, the Department will compile more detailed information on
this unique license category, including but not limited to, training, sampling, and staff hours,
which will allow the Board to assess if an additional adjustment to the nuclear laundry license
fee category is appropriate.

IRRC noted the ftill cost recovery fec for licenses in categories 4A, 5B and 14 was proposed to
be increased by 22% but the Preamble and Regulatory Analysis Form (RAF) stated the fees in
Chapter 218, Appendix A are increased by 10% and requested the documents be revised. IRRC
also asked the Board to explain why the increase was needed and reasonable. As IRRC noted,
the full cost recovery’ fee is an hourly rate charged for D&D activities performed by Department
staff. This fee is rarely utilized because it only applies in two situations. One is the
extraordinary circumstance that a non-licensee possesses radioactive material requiring D&D
and therefore has not paid any license fee to the Department. The other case is when a licensee
requests termination of their operating license and conversion to a decommissioning-only
license. In this case, the Department would only charge the hourly rate if Program staff had
completed enough work to exceed the annual fee paid by the licensee. This allows the
Department to recover the full cost of staff time spent on unplanned work that is not included in
the Program’s revenue projections. In addition to covering personnel salaries, there is a cost for
the infrastructure that must be maintained independent of the number of operational licenses.
which was discussed in detail previously in this section of the Preamble. As this is an hourly
professional rate for a license category with an unpredictable number of licensees, the fee
increase is needed to compensate for the increase in Department staff salaries and infrastructure
costs, which have risen more than 22% since the last fee increase in 2017. The Preamble and
RAF for this final-form rulemaking have been updated to provide an explanation for the fee
increase and the correct percentage increase of 22%.

IRRC noted the estimates of costs to local governments and State government in questions 20
and 21 of the RAF conflict with estimates given for question 23. The responses to questions 20
and 21 are correct, and the response to question 23 has been revised accordingly.

G. Benefits, Costs and Compliance

The Chapter 218 fee increases for radioactive material licenses are necessary to ensure that
adequate funding is available for the Commonwealth to carry out its duties under the Agreement
State program and the RPA. If the Commonwealth were forced to cede its authority to regulate
radioactive materials back to the NRC. the regulated community would be subject to higher NRC
fees. Radioactive material controls under the Agreement State program guard against the
potential for unnecessary public radiation exposure from the use of radioactive material
bencuitting the health of all residents in this Commonwealth.
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The Chapter 218 fees for registration of X-ray facilities, licensing of accelerators and
registration of vendors have not been increased since 2009, although costs have steadily
increased. These fee increases are necessary to ensure oversight of radiation safely-related
activities are not diminished and the replacement of obsolete survey equipment is not delayed.
which would reduce the assurance that regulaled activities are being conducted safely.

For these reasons, the Department benefits from this final-form rulemaking by having the
needed additional revenue to cover the costs of the programs mandated by the RPA, and the
general public will benefit from this final-form rulemaking by the continued safety with the use
of radioactive materials, the safety of radiation—producing machines and additional quality
assurance that will be provided.

Compliance costs

The cost of compliance with the fee amendments for the Accelerator. Radiation—Producing
Machines. and Vendors/Service Providers program area are increased by 30% to provide
sufficient revenue through FY 2027—2028. The cost of compliance with the fee amendments for
the Radioactive Materials and Decommissioning program area are increased by 10% for
licensing and 22% for the full cost recovery fee to ensure sufficient funding through F\’ 2027-
2028. Considering increases in inflation since the last time these fee categories were increased
(2009 for tile Accelerator. Radiation-Producing Machines. and \‘endors.’Scn’ice Providers
program area and 2017 for the Radioactive Materials and Decommissioning program area), the
cost of compliance is increased in line with inflation rates.

Compliance assistance plan

The Department will notify the regulated community of the increased fees by informing
RPAC, issuing an Information Notice to relevant licensees and publishing notification in the
Petiiisvlvai III Bit f/elm

Papcnt’ork rquhements

This final-form rulemaking does not require additional rccordkceping or reporting
requirements as a result of the fee increases in Chapter 218.

H. Pollution Prevemion

The Federal Pollution Prevention Act of 1990(42 U.S.C.A. § 13101—13109) established a
National policy that promotes pollution prevention as the preferred means for achieving slate
environmental protection goals. The Department encourages pollution prevention, which is the
reduction or elimination of pollution at its source, through the substitution of environmentally
friendly materials, more efficient use of raw materials, or the incorporation of energy efficiency
strategies. Pollution prevention practices can provide greater environmental protection with
greater efficiency because they can result in significant cost savings to facilities that permanently
achieve or move beyond compliance.

This final-form rulemaking is designed to support the safe and effective use of licensed
radioactive materials and radiation-producing machines to protect the health and safety of
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residents, workers, and the environment in this Commonwealth. By increasing fees to keep the
Radiation Protection Fund solvent in the coming years. this final—form rulemaking ensures the
Department’s ability to implement radiological pollution prevention.

I. Scuisc Rei’ie

The Board is not establishing a sunset date for this final-form rulemaking, because it is needed
for the Department to carry out its statutory authority. The Department will continue to closely
monitor these regulations for their effectiveness and recomtnend updates to the Board as
necessary.

.1. Regularon Rn’icu’

Under section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (71 P.S. 745.5(a)), on August 10, 2022, the
Department submitted a copy of the notice of proposed rulemaking, published at 52 Pa.B. 5500
(August 27, 2022), and a copy of a Regulatory Analysis Form to IRRC and the Chairpersons of
the House and Senate Environmental Resources and Energy Committees for review and
comment.

Under section 5(c) of the Regulatory’ Review Act. IRRC and the Committees were provided
with copies of the comments received during the public comment period, as well as other
documents when requested. In preparing this final-form rulemaking, the Department has
considered all comments from IRRC, the House and Senate Committees and the public.

Under section 5.l1j.2) of the Regulatory Review Act, on (DATE) ,this final-form
rulemaking was deemed approved by the House and Senate Committees. Under seclion 5.1(e) of
the Regulatory Review Act, IRRC met on (DATE) and approved this final-form
rulemaking.

K. Findings of the Board

The Board finds that:

(I) Public notice of proposed rulemaking was given under sections 201 and 202 of the act of
July 31, 1968 (P.L. 769, No. 240) (45 P.S. § 1201 and 1202), referred to as the Commonwealth
Documents Law, and regulations promulgated thereunder at I Pa. Code § 7.1 and 7.2 (relating
to notice of proposed rulemaking required; and adoption of regulations).

(2) A public comment period was provided as required by law, and all comments were
considered.

(3) This final-form rulemaking does not enlarge the purpose of the proposed rulemaking
published at 52 Pa.B. 5500.

(4) These regulations are necessary and appropriate for administration and enforcement of the
authorizing acts identified in section C of this order.
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L. Order of/he Board

The Board, acting under the authorizing statutes, orders that:

(a) The regulations of the Department, 25 Pa. Code Chapter 218, are amended by amending
§ 218.11 and Chapter 218. Appendix A to read as set forth in Annex A.

(b) The Chairperson of the Board shall submit this final-form rulemaking to the Office of
General Counsel and the Office of Attorney General for review and approval as to legality and
form, as required by law.

(c) The Chairperson of the Board shall submit this final-form rulemaking to IRRC and the
Senate and House Environmental Resources and Energy Committees as required by the
Regulatory Review Act (71 P.S. § 745.1—745,14).

(d) The Chairperson of the Board shall certify this final-form rulemaking and deposit it with
the Legislative Reference Bureau, as required by law.

(e) This final-fonn rulemaking shall take effect 30 days aftcr publication in the Pennsylvania
Bulk/in.

RICHARD NEGRIN.
Acting chairperson
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INTRODUCTION

On June 14, 2022, the Environmental Quality Board (Board) adopted the Radiological Health
Fees proposed rulemaking to increase the annual fees for radioactive material licenses and
increase the hourly rate professional fee associated with certain full cost recovery licenses. On
August 10, 2022, the Department of Environmental Protection (Department) submitted a copy of
the proposed rulemaking to the Independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC) and to the
Chairpersons of thc Senate and House Environmental Resources and Energy Committees for
review and comment in accordance with Section 5(a) of Pennsylvania’s Regulatory Review Act
(71 P.S. § 745.5(a)). On August 27, 2022, the Board published the proposed rulemaking in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin (52 Pa.B. 5500) for a 30-day public comment period that closed on
September 26, 2022.

This Comment and Response Document provides responses to all comments received during the
public comment period, as well as comments submitted by the Independent Regulaton’ Review
Commission (IRRC). The House and Senate Environmental Resources and Energy Committees
did not submit comments on the proposal.

A list of the commentators, including name and affiliation (if any) can be found on page 3 of this
document. The commentator list also includes identification numbers, which are referenced in
parentheses following each comment in this document.

Copies of all comments received by the Board during the public comment period are posted on
the Department’s c-Comment website at https:/iwww.ahs.dcp.pa.gov/eComment/. Additionally,
copies of all comments are available on IRRC’s website at http:iwww.thc.statc.paus by
searching for Regulation # 7-574 or IRRC #3352.
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LIST OF COMMENTATORS ON THE PROPOSED RULEMAKING

Name/Address

Thomas Casey
Famous LLC
906 \Vest Washington St.
New Castle, PA 16101

Glenn Roberts
UniTech Services Group, Inc.
401 North Third Ave.
Royerford, PA 19468

David Sumner
Independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC)

3. 333 Market Street
1 4LI Floor

j Harrisburg, PA 17101

Acronyms used in this Comment and Response Document

Act — Radiation Protection Act
DEP — Department of Environmental Protection
EQB — Environmental Quality Board
NRC — U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
lt&F — Regulatory Analysis Form
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COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

1. Comment: “Like many, I had an opportunity to pivot when COVID reared its ugliness and
put my condolences aside to make a substantial change for a community well deserving. I
purchased a small building just prior to COVID and found it and all neighboring properties were
on an illegal durnpsite from decades in the making. I’ve cleaned and cleared the 10 acres and am
ready to implement storm water pipes and know I will need the correct direction and mentoring
but am having difficulty with the proper collaboration and am seeking assistance.” (1)

Response: The Department thanks the commentator for the comment however, it is outside the
scope of this proposed rulemaking. The comment was referred to the pertinent regional office so
the appropriate program staff could provide the requested assistance to the commentator.

2. Comment: “UniTeeh Services Group, Inc. (UniTech) owns and operates eight (8) licensed
nuclear laundry facilities in various jurisdictions within the United States of America. All the
facilities are located in the Agreement States of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. UniTech’s
Royersford, PA facility is of particular interest, subject to the Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) Radioactive Materials License No. PA-1073. The NRC
previously licensed the facility under License No. 27-23342-01. The regulatory authority was
transferred to DEP by the NRC in mid-2008, and the first DEP license was issued on June 19,
2008. By way of these comments, UniTech respectfully requests consideration by the
Enviroiiinental Quality Board (EQB) and DEP for a reduction in the Fees for Radioactive
Materials Licenses, Fee Category 6A, Nuclear Laundry, and implementation of the
reasonableness standard. The current Ice is 543,200, and the subject Proposed Rulemaking
suggests an increase to $47,520. In support of this fee reduction request, UniTech offers the
following information for consideration.

UniTech operates the only nuclear laundry facility, Fee Category 6A, regulated by DEP, and has
perspective into the regulatory oversight of its facility and activities. UniTeeh believes that the
initial fee assessed by the EQB and DEP was based on information received from the NRC.
Such infonnation was likely skewed by excessive hours devoted by NRC to oversight related to
a condition that no longer exists. In 1998, Massachusetts (MA) became an Agreement State, the
last state before PA became an Agreement State which regulates UniTech. UniTech believes
that MA also based its nuclear laundry license fee on time estimate information from the NRC.
The current MA annual nuclear laundry license fee is $4000 (801 CMR 4.02, Fee Category
RCP 21), which provides insight into more typical regulatory oversight time expenditures from
the NRC.

UniTech Nuclear Laundry License Fees

MA $4,000 801 CMR4.02 RCP 21
PA $43,200 25 Pa. Code 218 6A
NM 512.410 2ONMAC3.16.l2 F
WA $ 18,284 WAC 246-254-070 04
IL $13,830 32JAC331,AppF 205B
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SC $4,375 SC Code 61-30, G.5. dd
TN S 14,625 0400-20-10-31 14.00
CA $7,347 17 CCR 30230’I Formula

$9,361 Average annual license fee without PA

UniTech is aware of only one other nuclear laundry in the USA, Alabama. Based on the MI costrecovery rate (currently $225/hr, proposed increase to 5275/hr), 192 staff hours would be
required to equate to our annual fee, 173 hours with the proposed increases. UniTech suggests
that 20 to 30 hours of staff time isa more reasonable yet conservative overestimate. UniTech
respects the insight of DEP technical staff in this regard. DEP technical staff time includes afull-day inspection every two to threc years, processing license amendments (only two in numbersince the last renewal in 2015, one of which was COVID-related). and review of routine reports.

UniTeeh understands that DEP prepared its Three-Year Regulatory Fee and Program Cost
Analysis Report (Report) according to 25 Pa Code §218.11(1), which states: The Department
will review the adequacy of the fees established in this section at least once every 3 years andprovide a written report to the EQB. The report must identify any disparity between the amount
oiprogram income generated by the fees and the costs to administer these programs, and must
contain recommendations to increase fees to eliminate the disparity, including recommendationsfor regulatory’ amendments to increase program fees.

UniTech respectfully suggests that the regulation implies that reductions in fees should also be
considered where appropriate, not only recommendations to increase fees to eliminate [anyj
disparity. The fee provisions of the Radiation Protection Act authorize reasonable fees (*401).and reasonableness should include consideration, as it does in the fee language for nuclear powerfacilities, of “fees to cover the costs of programs related to their activities” (402). As a separatefee category in Appendix A, the actual costs incurred by DEP to oversee program activities for
nuclear laundries should be considered and applied to set reasonable fees. Based on the expectedevaluation, the proposed fee is not reasonable.” (2)

Response: A nuclear laundry license is a complex license involving numerous requirements inaddition to the inspection, license amendment and review of reports mentioned by the
commentator. As discussed in more detail as follows, there are environmental monitoring
rcquiren1ents, financial assurance requirements, and special training for Radiation Protection
Program (Program) staff to review the licenses and perform the monitoring. In addition, there
are infrastructure costs that must be maintained independent of the number of operational
licenses.

Under license condition, a nuclear laundry is required to perform annual routine monitoring ofthe environment near and downstream of their wastewater discharge pipe into the river. This
monitoring includes sampling of sediment (3 times per year), plant (2 times per year), fish (2
times per year), and clams (I time per year) to monitor the radiological contaminants that they
are discharging to the environment. The radiological results of this sampling must be reviewed
by staff with federally required, specialized training on radiological contaminants in the
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environment. All annual data is then compiled in a final report and evaluated against public dose
limits, That report is also reviewed by this specially trained staff to evaluate their compliance.

Additionally, the Program periodically collects or obtains split samples from the licensee to
perform its own independent analysis. This sampling requires specific equipment to collect and
submit samples. Each sample has a cost for radiological analysis.

By regulation, a nuclcar laundry is rcquired to maintain financial assurance to ensure funds arc
available should the licensee become unable to properly maintain the site and teminate the
license. This financial assurance requires a cost specific review of what it would take for a third
party to come in and properly clean up the facility and the surrounding environment, both surface
and subsurface. This cost estimation is required to be submitted at least every three years. The
cost estimate and associated financial assurance mechanisms require detailed review and
approvals and require special training for the individuals who perform those reviews.

At a minimum, the reviews mentioned above require at least one technical staff and one manager
to complete the review for each submission. The financial assurance reviews typically involve at
least one additional staff member to make sure the review is thorough. Therefore, two or three
Program staff’s time is required for each of these compliance activities.

The Program maintains a section of staff specifically trained for decommissioning and
environmental monitoring. The NRC Agreement State Program requires that this staff’ receive
specialized training to be qualified to implement these decommissioning and environmental
monitoring requirements. Currently, the commentator’s nuclear laundry facility is the sole
license in Pennsylvania requiring environmcntal monitoring—not just the only license in the
nuclear laundry’ license category but the only license out of all radioactive material license
categories. Therefore, the commentator’s nuclear laundry facility license fee is the only funding
source to support this specialized training.

There is a cost for the infrastructure that must be maintained independent of the number of
operational licenses. These infrastructure costs include indirect and administrative services,
including rulemaking, maintaining guidance for licensees, and mainlaining procedures for staff,
training, and travel, the cost of information management, information technology, security,
facilities management, rent, utilities, financial management, acquisitions, human resources, and
policy support, etc.

The commentator has compared Pennsylvania’s license fees with states that are able to
supplement their fees with other funding sources to administer their programs. Section 401 of
Pennsylvania’s Radiation Protection Act states that”... [tjhese fees shall be in an amount at least
sufficient to cover the department’s costs of administering the programs.” Consequently,
Pennsylvania’s Program is funded entirely through its license, registration, and certification fees.

As the Department noted in the Three-Year Regulatory Fee and Program Cost Analysis Report
(Report) for the Program and in the Preamble to this rulemaking. the Radiation Protection Fund
balance will go into the negative in fiscal year 2023-2024. Therefore, the Department cannot
afford a delay in promulgating this final-form rulemaking and decreasing the fee is not feasible.
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However, the Department has determined that keeping this license category at the current rate for
this three-year fee review cycle is not expected to be detrimental to the Program at this time, as
currently there is only one nuclear laundry’ license in Pennsylvania. During the next three-year
fee review cycle, the Department will compile more detailed information on this unique license
category, including but not limited to, training, sampling, and staff hours, which will allow the
Department to assess iran additional adjustment to the nuclear laundry license fee category is
appropnate.

3. Comment: IRRC notes the annual fee for a nuclear laundry license is currently 543.200 and
is proposed to be increased by ten percent to $47,520. A commentator who holds this license
believes the fee was initially based on information received from the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, which “was likely skewed by excessive hours devoted ... to oversight
related to a condition that no longer exists.” The commentator is also licensed in seven other
states, where fees range from 54.000 to SI 8.284. The commentator goes on to request a
reduction in this fee to a reasonable standard in consideration of actual costs incurred by the
Department. Section 401 of the Radiation Protection Act (Act), the statutory authority for this
proposed regulation, requires the Board to “set reasonable annual fees” to provide the
Department with sufficient fit ids to administer the Radiation Protection Program. 35 P.S. §
7110.401. In addition to addressing the commentator’s concerns, IRRC asks the Board to explain
why this fee, and the proposed increase, is reasonable and how it complies with the requirement
in the Act. (3)

Response: As discussed in detail in the Department’s response to Comment #2, a nuclear
laundry license is a complex license involving various additional requirements. There are
environmental monitoring requirements, financial assurance requirements, and special training
for Program staff to review the licenses and perform the monitoring. In addition, there are
infrastructure costs that must be maintained independent of the number of operational licenses.

The commentator submitted several other states’ license fees as an example; however, those
states’ programs are supplemented by other funds. The Commonwealth’s Program is required by
statute to be funded solely through its license, registration, and certification fees and the
Radiation Prolection Fund balance is projected to go into the negative in fiscal year 2023-2024.
Therefore, the Department cannot afford a delay in promulgating this final-form rulemaking and
decreasing the fee is not feasible.

However, the Department has determined that keeping this license category at the current rate for
this three-year fee review cycle is not expected to be detrimental to the Program at this time, as
currently there is only one nuclear laundry license in Pennsylvania. During the next three-year
fee review cycle, the Department will compile more detailed information on this unique license
category, including but not limited to, training, sampling, and staff hours, which will allow the
Department to assess if an additional adjustment to the nuclear laundry license fee category is
appropriate.

4. Comment: IRRC comments that the full cost recovery fee for licenses in categories 4A, 5B
and 14 is currently $225 per hour and is proposed to be increased by 22 percent to 5275 per hour.
This fee is assessed for decontamination and decommissioning activities pcrfonncd by the
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Department and covers personnel and incidental charges. IRRC notes that the Preamble and
Regulatory Analysis Form (RAF) submitted with the proposed regulation state the fees in
Chapter 218, Appendix A are increased by ten percent and the Board does not explain the need
to raise this fee. IRRC asks thc Board to revise the Preamble and RAF submitted with the final-
form regulation to reflect the percentage increase of the full cost recovery fee and to explain why
this increase is needed and reasonable. (3)

Response: As IRRC notes, the full cost recovery fee is an hourly rate charged for
decontamination and decommissioning activities performed by Department staff. This fee is
rarely utilized because it only applies in two situations. One is the extraordinary circumstance
that a non-licensee possesses radioactive material requiring decontamination and
decommissioning and therefore has not paid any license fee to the Department. The other case is
when a licensee requests termination of their operating license and conversion to a
decommissioning—only license. In this case, the Department would only charge the hourly rate if
Program staff had completed enough work to exceed the annual fee paid by the licensee. This
allows the Department to recover the full cost of staff time spent on unplanned work that is not
included in the Program’s revenue projections.

In addition to covering personnel salaries, there is a cost for the infrastructure that must be
maintained independent of the number of operational licenses. These infrastructure costs include
indirect and administrative services, including rulemaking, maintaining guidance for licensees,
and maintaining procedures for staff, training, and travel, the cost of information management,
information technology, security, facilities management, rent, utilities, rinancial management,
acquisitions, human resources, and policy support. As this is an hourly professional rate for a
license category with an unpredictable number of licensees, the fee increase is needed to
compensate for the increase in Department staff salaries and the aforementioned infrastructure
costs, which have risen more than 22% since the last fee increase in 2017. The Preamble and
RAF for this final-form rulemaking have been updated to provide an explanation for the fee
increase and the correct percentage increase of 22%.

5. Comment: IRRC notes the estimates of costs to local governments in RAF Question #20 and
state government in RAF #21 to comply with this proposed regulation conflict with the estimates
for these regulated communities in RAF Question #23. IRRC asks the Board to update the RAF
submitted with the final-form regulation to provide consistent cost estimates. (3)

Response: The Department has updated the RAF to correct these cost estimates. The cost
estimates in the responses to Questions #20 and 21 of the RAF submitted with the proposed
rulemaking were the correct estimates. The response to Question #23 has been updated to be
consistent with the responses to Questions #20 and 2 1.
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Annex A

TITLE 25. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

PART I. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Subpart D. ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

ARTICLE V. RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH

CHAPTER 218. FEES

PAYMENT OF FEES

§ 218.11. Registration, renewal of registration and license fees.
(a) Annual registration lees Lhr radiation—producing machines are the siLm (JEan annual

administrative fee and an annual fee for each X-ray tube or radiation uenerating device and shall
be paid as follows:

Annual Annual Fee per X-ray Tube or
Type Facility Administrative Fee Radiation Generating Device
(Dentists,I Chiropractors, ISIOOI $130 (S501 5
dentists, podiatrists, veterinarians
Hospitals ($725j $940
Other Facilities 153501 455 ISI

* * * * *

(d) Particle accelerators are licensed under Chapter 228 (relating Lo radiation safety
requirements for particle accelerators). Annual fees arc as follows:

(I) Accelerators, below 50MeV, other than for ion implantation—f $2,100] $2,730 for the
first accelerator at the ftieility plus 157001 $910 for each additional unit at that facility.

(2) Accelerators used for ion implantation—[S7001 $910 plus 1570! 590 for each additional
unit at the same facility.

(3) Accelerators 50MeV and above—full cost of staff time to review license applications and
conduct inspections as needed. (I-burly rate is f$l50 I25 per hour). For the purpose of
anticipating costs and compliance with subsections (e) and (I), a minimum annual fee
of 152,100] $2.730 for the first accelerator at the facility plus j$700) for each additional
unit is established. Additional invoices will be issued by the Department at regular intervals at
least quarterly’ when net costs are incuned above the minimum annual fee.

* * * * *
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(I) Electronic brachytherapy devices are licensed under Chapter 221 (relating to X-rays in the
healing arts). The annual fee is jSI,000j 51.300 for the first unit (controller) at the thcility
plus 151001 5130 tbr each additional unit at that thcility.

1J) Emerging technology devices require Department safety review and approval prior lo use.
The registrant shall pay a fee equal to the full cost of Department staff time, as specified in
Appendix A, for the review and approval process.

(1<) A radiation-producing machine service provider shall pay an annual registration fee
of [5140j 5180.

(I) The Department will review the adequacy of the fees established in this section at least
once every 3 years and provide a written report to the EQB. The report must identify any
disparity between the amount of program income generated by the fees and the costs to
administer these programs, and must contain recommendations to increase fees to eliminate the
disparity, including recommendations for regulatory’ amendments to increase program fees.

APPENDIX A

Fees for Radioactive Material Licenses

Fee Animal Fec’
Category56 Description
IC Special Nuclear Material Sealed Source Gauges (X-Ray 13,1501 3.465

Fluorescence)
ID Special Nuclear Material—Other 18,7001 9.570
2A(2)(c) Source Material—Metal Extraction 145,1001 49,610
2A5 Removal of Radioactive Contaminants from Drinking Water 116,8001 18.480
2B Source Material as Shielding 11,1251 1,240
2C Source Material—Other (not Ii e2) 120,1001 22,110
3A Manufacturing & Distribution Commercial Broad Scope—b CFR 143,6501 48,015

30. 33
38 Manufacturing. Refurbishing & Distribution Commercial Specific 112,4501 13.695

License—
10 CFR 30

3C Manufticturing & Distribution Pharnmceuticals—10 CFR 32.72— (17.8501 19.635
32.74

3D Pharmaceuticals—Distribution Only—lU CFR 32.7x (10,200j 11,220
3E Irradiator—Shielded Source (6,3001 6,930
3F Irradiator—Unshielded < lOkCi 111,7001 12,870
3G Irradiator—Unshielded > I OkCi 146,8001 51.480
31 Distribution As Exempt—No Review of Device 116,0501 17.655
3j Distribution—SSD Devices to Part 31 GLs 13,7501 4,125
3K Distribution—No Review-Exempt Sealed Source [2,8501 3,135
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3L Research & Development Broad Scope 122,6501 24,915
3M Research & Development j8,4O0 9.240
3N Services other than Leak Testing. Waste Disposal or Calibration 112,7501 14.025
30 Radiography 121,1501 23.265
3P Other Byproduct Material 14,0501 4,455
3Q Generally licensed devices under § 217.143 (relating to certain j480J 530

measuring, gauging or controlling devices)
3R I Greater than the General Liccnse Limits in 10 CFR 31.1 2(a)(3), 13,1501 3.465

(4) or (5) but not more than ten times those Limits
3R2 Greater than ten times the General License Limits in 10 CFR 14,0501 4.455

31.12(a)(3), (4) or(5)
3S Manufacturing & Distribution Pharmaceuticals—Accelerator II 7,7001 19,470

Produced Only
4A Waste Storage, Processing or Disposal Full Cost *

48 Waste Packaging or Repackaging j18,000j 19.801)
4C Waste Receipt of Prepackaged for Disposal 113,8001 15,180
5A Well Logging & Non Field Flood Tracers 16,6001 7,260
58 Well Logging Field Flood Tracer Studies Full Cost *

6A Nuclear Laundry f43,200{ 42O
7A human Use—Teletherapy 120,5501 22.605
78 Human Usc—Broad Scope (except Telctlierapy) 136,2501 39,875
7C Human Use (except Teletherapy) I7,35I 8,085

Specifically licensed sources used in static eliminators. nonexempt 13,1501 3.465
smoke detectors, fixed gauges, dew pointers, calibration sources,
civil defense uses or in temporary t2 years or less) storage

14 Decontamination, Decommissioning, Reclamation or Site Full Cost *

Restoration
16 Reciprocity (160 days/year) 12,2501 2.475
SBl Small Business—Category 1 13,4501 3,795
SB2’ Small Business—Category 2 17501 825

A license may include as many as four noncontiguous sites at the base fee. Sites that are
within 5 miles of the main radiation safety office where the License records are kept will be
considered contiguous. An additional fee of 250/0 of the base lee will be added for each
noncontiguous site above four.

2 All fees will be effective upon publication of the final rules in the Pennst’Ira,na Bulletin.
Existing NARM licenses will be chaiuzed to the corresponding category of byproduct material
license in Appendix A upon publication of the final rule.

Annual fees for categories of NRC licenses that are not included in this table will be
calculated as follows: PA Fee = (NRC Annual Fee + 0.10 NRC Application or Renewal fec).

1 Annual fees charged to holders of transferred NRC licenses with multiple sites vill not
exceed the fees charged by the NRC for the same licenses that are in effect in the year of
transfer, provided the number of noncontiguous sites does not increase.
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Small Businesses Not Engaged in Manufacturing, and Small Not-For-Profit Organizations
with Gross Annual Receipts olmore than S350,000 and less than 55 million; Manufacturing
Entities that have an average of 35—500 employees with Gross Annual Receipts of more than
5350,000 and less than 55 million; Small Government Jurisdictions (including publicly
supported. nonmedical educational institutions) with a population between 20,000 and 50,000;
and nonmedical Educational Institutions that are not state or publicly’ supported and have 35—
500 employees.

6 Small Businesses Not Engaged in Manufacturing, and Small Not-For-Profit Organizations
with Gross Annual Receipts of less than S350,000: Manufacturing Entities that have an average
of less than 35 employees and less than 5350.000 in Gross Annual Receipts; Small Government
Jurisdictions (including publicly supported nonmedical educational institutions) with a
population less than 20,000; and nonmedical Educational lnstiwtions that are not state or
publicly supported and have less than 35 employees.

Full cost recovery licensees and licensees required to provide financial assurance For
decommissioning are not eligible for reduced fees under category SBI or SB2.

* Full cost recovery consists of a professional fee, to cover the activities and support of
Department personnel, and any other additional incidental charges incurred, such as related
contracted services or laboratory’ costs. The professional fcc component (Hourly Rate)
is [52251 5275 per hour. Other costs are recovered at 100% of actual cost. Invoices shall be
issued by the Department at regular intervals but at least quarterly when net costs are incurred.
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pennsylvaniar4 DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION

April 13. 2023

David Sumner
Executive Director
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market Street, 14th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 1 71 20

Re: Final Rulemaking: Radiological Health Fees (#7-574 / IRRC #3352)

Dear Mr. Sumner:

Pursuant to Section 5.1(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (RRA), please find enclosed the
Radiological Health Fees final-form rulemaking for review by the Independent Regulatory Review
Commission (IRRC). The Environmental Quality Board (EQB or Board) adopted this rulemaking
on April 11,2023.

The Board adopted the proposed rulemaking on June 14, 2022. On August 27, 2022, the proposed
rulemaking was published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin at 52 Pa.B. 5500 for a 30-day public
comment period that closed on September 26, 2022. Comments were received from two
commentators. The Board provided the Environmental Resources and Energy Committees and
IRRC with copies of all comments received in compliance with Section 5(c) of the RRA.

The Department will provide assistance as necessary to facilitate IRRC’s review of the enclosed
rulemaking under Section 5.1(e) of the Regulatory Review Act.

Please conlact inc by e-mail at laurgriffu;:pa.gov orby telephone at 717.772.3277 if you have any
questions or need additional information.

Sincerely,

/

Laura Griffin
Regulatory Coordinator

Enclosures

Policy Office
Rachel Carson State Office Building I P.O. Box 2063 Harrisburg. PA 17105-2063 1717.783.87271 www.dep.pa.gov
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Madison Brame

From: Michele Musgrave
Sent Thursday, April 13, 2023 10:06 AM
To: Griffin, Laura; Franzese, Evan B.
Cc: Shupe, Hayley; Thrush, Ezra; Reiley, Robert A.; Nezat, Taylor
Subject RE: Delivery of Final Rulemaking - Radiological Health Fees (7-574)

Receipt confirmed, thanks!

Mtchde’Mvcsave’
Administrative Assistant II
Representative Martin Causer APR 13202367th Legislative District
Room 47 East Wing lildePendelit Regulatory

Review CommissionPD Box 202067

Harrisburg, PA 17120-2067

717-787-5075

From: Griffin, Laura <laurgriffi@pa.gov>
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2023 10:02 AM
To: Franzese, Evan B. <EFranzese@pahouse.net>; Michele Musgrave <Mmusgrav@pahousegop.com>
Cc: Shupe, Hayley <Hshupe@pahouse.net>; Thrush, Ezra <ezthrush@pa.gov>; Reiley, Robert A. <rreiley@pa.gov>;
Nezat, Taylor <tnezat@pa.gov>
Subject: Delivery of Final Rulemaking - Radiological Health Fees (7-574)
Importance: High

Good morning,

Pursuant to Section 5.1(a) of the Regulatory Review Act, please find attached the Radiological Health Fees final
rulemaking (#7-574) for review by the House Environmental Resources and Energy (ERE) Committee. The rulemaking
documents are attached as one document and the cover letters for Representatives Vitali and Causer are attached
separately.

A copy of the transmittal sheet is attached for your records — all ERE Committee chairs are receiving the rulemaking
electronically.

Please confirm receipt of this rulemaking by replying to all recipients.

Thank you,
Laura

Laura Griffin I Regulatory Coordinator
she/her/hers
Department of Environmental Protection I Policy Office
Rachel Carson State Office Building
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Madison Brame

From: Franzese, Evan B.
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2023 10:05 AM
To: Griffin, Laura; Michele Musgrave
Cc: Shupe, Hayley; Thrush, Ezra; Reiley, Robert A.; Nezat, Taylor
Subject: RE: Delivery of Final Rulemaking - Radiological Health Fees (7-574)

Receipt confirmed. R1 CF i17Ej
APR 13202Evan Franzese-Peterson

Executive Director House Environmental Resources & Energy Committee (D) tidCpendepr Regulat01.Representative Greg Vitali Review Commission
Pennsylvania House of Representatives
P: 717-787-7647
F: 717-780-4780

From: Griffin, Laura <Iaurgriffi@pa.gov>
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2023 10:02 AM
To: Franzese, Evan B. <EFranzese@pahouse.net>; Michele Musgrave <Mmusgrav@pahousegop.com>
Cc: Shupe, Hayley <Hshupe@pahouse.net>; Thrush, Ezra <ezthrush@pa.gov>; Reiley, Robert A. <rreiley@pa.gov>;
Nezat, Taylor <tnezat@pa.gov>
Subject: Delivery of Final Rulemaking - Radiological Health Fees (7-574)
Importance: High

Good morning,

Pursuant to Section 5.1(a) of the Regulatory Review Act, please find attached the Radiological Health Fees final
rulemaking (#7-574) for review by the House Environmental Resources and Energy (ERE) Committee. The rulemaking
documents are attached as one document and the cover letters for Representatives Vitali and Causer are attached
separately.

A copy of the transmittal sheet is attached for your records — all ERE Committee chairs are receiving the rulemaking
electronically.

Please confirm receipt of this rulemaking by replying to all recipients.

Thank you,
Laura

Laura Griffin Regulatory Coordinator
she/her/hers
Department of Environmental Protection I Policy Office
Rachel Carson State Office Building
400 Market Street Harrisburg, PA 17101
Phone: 717.772.32771 Fax: 717.783.8926
Email: laurgriffi©pa.gov
www.dep.pa.gov

Connect with DEP on: Twitter Facebook Linkedln YouTube j jflram
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Madison Brame

From: Eyster, Emily
Sent Thursday, April 13, 2023 10:27 AM
To: Osenbach, Matt; Griffin, Laura
Cc: Troutman, Nick; Thrush, Ezra; Reiley, Robert A,; Nezat, Taylor
Subject: Re: Delivery of Final Rulemaking - Radiological Health Fees (7-574)

Received. Thank you Laura

Emily Enter RECE fl7EDLegislative Director, Office of Senator Carolyn T. Comitta
Executive Director, Senate Environmental Resources and Ener Committee APR 13 20Cell: (717) 756-4702
Phone: (717) 787-5709

Independent RegulatoryUUV.)aSCWI {)IU() nit I id RU
Review COmmission

From: Osenbach, Matt cmosenbach@pasen.gov>
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2023 10:05 AM
To: Griffin, Laura <laurgriffi@pa.gov>; Eyster, Emily <emily.eyster@pasenate.com>
Cc: Troutman, Nick <ntroutman@pasen.gov>; Thrush, Ezra <ezthrush@pa.gov>; Reiley, Robert A. <rreiley@pa.gov>;
Ne2at, Taylor <tnezat@pa.gov)
Subject: RE: Delivery of Final Rulemaking - Radiological Health Fees (7-574)

• EXTERNAL EMAIL.

Message received. Thanks Uura

Matt Osenbach
Director, Environmental Resources & Energy Committee
Office of State Senator Gene Yaw 91-23)
362 Main Capitol Building, Senate Box 203023
Harrisburg, PA 17120
T: (717) 787-3280
F: (717) 772-0575
www.SenatorGeneYaw.com

You -

jEmail Disclaimer Policy - This email and any files transmitted with it are intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are
addressed. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that di5closing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on thecontents of this information is strictly prohibited.)

From: Griffin, Laura <laurgriffl@pa.gov>
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2023 10:02 AM
To: Osenbach, Matt <mosenbach@pasen.gov>; emily.eyster@pasenate.com



Madison Brame

From: Osenbach, Matt
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2023 10:05 AM
To: Griffin, Laura; Eyster, Emily
Cc: Troutman, Nick; Thrush, Ezra; Reiley, Robert A.; Nezat, Taylor
Subject: RE: Delivery of Final Rulemaking - Radiological Health Fees (7-574)

Message received. Thanks Laura!

Matt Osenbach
Director, Environmental Resources & Energy Committee RE t7F, J\!FDOffice of State Senator Gene Yaw (R-23)
362 Main Capitol Building, Senate Box 203023 APR 132023Harrisburg, PA 17120
T: (717) 787-3280 Independeji C Regu Iatorv
F: (717) 772-0575 Rcv,en Coninjjscj011
www. Sen a to rGe n eVa w .com
Fj: Q You

[Email Disclaimer Policy - This email and any files transmitted with it are intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they areaddressed. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on thecontents of this information is strictly prohibited.J

From: Griffin, Laura <laurgriffi@pa.gov>
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2023 10:02 AM
To: Osenbach, Matt <mosenbach@pasen.gov>; emily.eyster@pasenate.com
Cc: Troutman, Nick <ntroutman@pasen.gov>; Thrush, Ezra <ezthrush@pa.gov>; Reiley, Robert A. <rreileypa.gov>;
Nezat, Taylor <tnezat@pa.gov>
Subject: Delivery of Final Rulemaking - Radiological Health Fees (7-574)
Importance: High

• CAUTION : External Email S
Good morning,

Pursuant to Section 5.1(a) of the Regulatory Review Act, please find attached the Radiological Health Fees final
rulemaking (#7-574) for review by the Senate Environmental Resources and Energy (ERE) Committee. The rulemaking
documents are attached as one document and the cover letters for Senators Yaw and Comitta are attached separately.

A copy of the transmittal sheet is attached for your records — all ERE Committee chairs are receiving the rulemaking
electronically.

Please confirm receipt of this rulemaking by replying to all recipients.

Thank you,
Laura

Laura Griffin I Regulatory Coordinator
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